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ForeWord 

Life in the political arena is not for the faint-hearted because every aspect of one's 
life is scrutinized in mostly unforgiving ways. The scrutiny also does not spare 
family life. This issue opens with an article by Mary Lou Driedger on Lydia Epp, 
wife of Jake Epp the federal member of Parliament for Provencher and a cabinet 
minister. In this article, Mrs. Epp says in at least one aspect her upbringing as a 
church minister's daughter was good preparation for her current role as government 
minister's wife. 

In addition to his usual column, Observed Along the Way, Roy Vogt begins a 
short series of articles reflecting on his first experiences in the Mennonite community 
of Winnipeg. His story opens with recollections of his graduation from seminary, 
and continues with his return to Winnipeg to take up an appointment as youth 
minister at the First Mennonite Church. 

Dora Maendel writes a short story of a young girl who is forced to share 
something she would rather have had all to herself. While the story is set in a 
Hutterite colony, the experience is one most of us have experienced at least once, 
and in that way the story touches a universal experience. 

The winding down of the "Desert Storm" has inspired writers in this edition. One 
of the poems this month deals with it. Roy Vogt in Observed comments on it. And, 
Our Word examines a Mennonite response to its aftermath. 

Several reviews are also found in this issue. Al Reimer's review of the Enns 
family concert is as much a review of the event as it is an essay on the family. 
Good Books of Pennsylvania has come out with another "good" cookbook, this time 
on Hutterian food, it's reviewed in this issue. 

Erwin Warkentin, a graduate student at the University of Alberta; explores the 
concept of schizophrenia in Mennonite literature. His point is that writing by authors 
of Mennonite background exhibits "split-mindedness" because writers are trying to 
reconcile language use and their Mennonite experience with contemporary literary 
forms. 
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OUR 
PEOPLE 

"Good Morning ... Friesens", is the friendly 
welcome from our Switchboard Operator, Sandi 
Klassen. Handling up to 500 in- coming calls a day 
can be nerve-wracking, even for the most organized 
person. For some reason, they all seem to come at 
the same time. Sandi acts as our information centre, 
directing calls to the right people. She is one of the 
reasons that at D W Friesen, people make the 
difference. 

D W Friesen is comprised of Friesen Printers, 
Friesen Wholesale Stationers, Friesen Yearbooks, 
Friesen Business Machines, and Friesen Book 
and Stationery. Our head office is located in 
Altona, Manitoba and with Sales Offices in 
Victoria, Vancouver, Kelowna, Calgary, 
Edmonton, Regina, Saskatoon, Winnipeg, Toronto, 

am and The Maritimes. 

"!op/e make the difference" 



Lydia Epp finds life as political spouse 
uniquely taxing and uniquely rewarding 
by Mary Lou Driedger 

"I thought after 18 years in politics we 
had learned to cope with almost any
thing," Lydia Epp says. "But here we 
are in 1991 and we've had this new 
curve thrown at us. " 

Mrs . Epp is explaining how her 
husband Jake Epp's appointment to the 
prime minister's Persian Gulf advisory 
committee has changed their lives. "The 
threat of a terrorist attack is always 
there. Jake has four RCMP officers 
guarding him around the clock. It's a 
new reality for us. Jake can't drive his 
car or leave the house alone. We've 
had security in our Ottawa apartment 
and Jake's office there for years. 

"It is something new for us, though, 
to be under constant surveillance even 
when we are in Steinbach. It's hard to 
think about terrorists in a small, peace 
loving community like this. The general 
nature of the threats and the extended 
period of uncertainty creates quite a 
degree of tension. I'm uneasy all the 
time and it doesn't take much to trigger . 
fear. " 

Mrs. Epp smiles somewhat resigned
ly. "Experience has taught me to cope 
with all kinds of things though; this is 

. just another, a new twist in the game of 
politics. I'll manage." 

"Managing" is what Lydia Epp has 
been doing for the past 18 years; man
aging her family's home, managing 
important aspects of her husband's 
political campaigns, managing the edu
cation and raising of her daughter, 
managing what is often a long distance 
marriage and in the past two years 
managing a card and gift shop business 
of her own. 

Preparation 
Lydia Epp was born Lydia Martens and 
spent her childhood and teenage years 
in Stuartburn, Winnipegosis and Stein

hren minister. 
Looking back now Lydia can see that 

growing up a pastor's daughter perhaps 
prepared her in some ways for being a 
politician's wife. "My Dad was respon
sible to people. His children grew up in 
the public eye. He'd say to us, 'Be 
careful. People are watching you . Don't 
let me down.' My mother had to do a 
lot of entertaining because of Dad's job. 
Our house always had people in it. I 
got used to watching my Dad up on a 
podium speaking to people. " 

Lydia Epp is used to watching her 

bach. Her father was a Mennonite Bret- Lydia and Jake Epp 

husband on a public podium as well. 
After her daughter Lisa left their Stein
bach home to go to college, Lydia spent 
much of her time in Ottawa. "I'd go to 
the House every day that Parliament 
was in session and watch Jake during 
question period. If Just as her mother 
hosted a steady stream of guests, enter
taining is an important responsibility for 
Lydia too . "Much of what is expected 
of you socially is just part of a polit
ican's job. Jake and I have obligations 
to entertain and make contacts. If 

Her father ' s warnings to "be careful, 
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people are watching" are very true in 
political life as well. "We always have 
to think about how we behave and 
react. We are responsible and account
able to the public. The media attention 
is pretty much constant and on-going. 
You have to be careful what you say 
because you never know how your 
comments might be sensationalized or 
misinterpreted. " 

Teachers 
Lydia met her husband Jake when they 
both attended high school in Steinbach. 
"Jake was tall and very thin. He wore 
a black leather jacket and pleated pants. 
He was an extremely eligible young 
man; I mean I certainly wasn't the only 
girl who was interested in him. He was 
handsome, lots of fun and he had his 
own car. He was very involved in 
sports and drama. " 

They courted for four years and were 
married in 1961. Jake had just finished 
a university degree. Lydia had already 
graduated from teacher's college and 
had a job at Elmdale School in Stein
bach. Did she have any idea about 
Jake's interest in politics when she 
married him? She admits she didn't. 

"But there was always an element of 
surprise with Jake. I knew better than 
to just assume anything about him. I 
also knew he liked to be involved in 
lots of things. He coached volleyball 
and basketball when he taught at the 
Steinbach Collegiate. He was elected 
president of the local teacher's union. 
He was a member of the Steinbach 
Town Council. I didn't know he would 
go into federal politics. I did know, 
however, that he wasn't going to be the 
kind of guy who just sits around at 
home, and I knew when I married him 
that I was in for some surprises." 

Political life begins 
In spite of his tendency to surprise his 
wife, Mr. Epp's decision to enter poli
tics was not one he made alone. "When 
Jake was considering running for the 
Tory nomination in Provencher in 1972 
he asked me how I would feel about it. 
I wasn't overly enthusiastic. Why 
would we want to .. venture out on such 
an uncertain thing that could change our 
whole lives?" 
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In 1972, the Epps' daughter Lisa had 
begun school and Lydia had just 
returned to a full time teaching career 
after spending time at home with her 
young child. "It's a good thing I didn't 
know back ·then what we were getting 
into or for how long. My answer might 
have been different, although I still feel 
that saying, 'no' to Jake in 1972 would 
have been the biggest mistake of my 
life. " 

Lydia's role in her husband's politi
cal campaigns has changed considerably 
over the last two decades. "When we 
started out, there was only a very small 
Conservative party organization in 
Steinbach. We pulled a little trailer onto 
a businessman's lot and Jake and I ran 
our first campaign out of that. I 
answered the phone and put together 
our literature and brochures. We both 
worked very hard. Jake lost 20 pounds 
during that campaign. But the euphoria 
of winning! Jake was only 31 years old, 
one of the youngest members ever 
elected to Parliament. When we had 
started campaigning just a month 
before, hardly anyone in Provencher 
even knew who Jake Epp was. Five 
days before the election the Free Press 
predicted he would come in dead last. 
We won with a 1,200-vote majority!" 

Political family life 
As the Conservative party in Proven
cher grew over the years and other 
people took over the campaign office 
management duties, Lydia's role 
changed. In the 1980 campaign Lydia 
was on the road on her own, attending 
rallies, fund raisers, coffee parties and 
meeting the public. In the last two 
elections Mr. Epp' s high profile as a 
cabinet minister meant that the party 
expected him to campaign across. the 
country. Since he could spend only a 
minimal amount of time in his own 
riding, Lydia and daughter Lisa became 
involved. 

"In the 1988 campaign Lisa and I and 
two assistants knocked on 15,000 
doors. Lisa grew up with politics all 
around her and she's a natural at cam
paigning. It's still difficult for me, 
though. I hesitate just a little every time 
I knock on a door, but I've learned to 
manage." 

Like her role in her husband's cam
paigns, her role in his political career 
has varied over the years as well. Till 
their daughter Lisa graduated from high 
school Lydia remained in Steinbach. 
She saw Jake only on the weekends 
when he flew home from Ottawa. Lydia 
quit her teaching job during this time as 
well. 

"!fLisa wasn't going to have a father 
around, I wanted her to at least have a 
full-time mother. I was always busy 
because I tried to physically run our 
home with as little help as possible 
from Jake. It's not that Jake expected 
me to do that, but I wanted our week
ends together to be quality family time 
without him worried by household pres
sures. " 

Having Lydia maintain a home in 
Steinbach was politically important as 
well. It as necessary so people would 
feel that their federal representative still 
had his roots and interests in the consti
tuency. "Frankly," Lydia says, "we just 
couldn't afford two houses, one in 
Ottawa and one in Steinbach, on the 
salary a member of Parliament made in 
1972, so I chose to stay in Steinbach." 

After her daughter left for college 
Lydia spent much more of her time in 
Ottawa with Jake, although she admits 
that even there she usually saw him 
only briefly in the evenings. "A cabinet 

. minister's day begins with breakfast 
meetings early in the morning and ends 
with receptions late at night. But at 
least I'd get to talk with Jake in person 
before we went to bed, rather than over 
the phone. Even though we often sat at 
different head tables at dinners and 
receptions we usually got to visit in the 
car, driving to and from those occa
sions. " 

During the years when she spent 
most of her time in Ottawa, Lydia 
established friendships with the wives 
of other MPs. "There was an automatic 
rapport between us. Our geography 
may have been different, but we'd all 
had the same experiences. We all knew 
about the joys and sorrows of elections. 
We could empathize with one another." 

The past two years have brought 
another change to Lydia's life. She has 
gone into business with her daughter 
Lisa, who returned to Steinbach after 
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graduating from college. Together they 
own, and manage, a card and gift shop 
in the town's Clearspring Mall. This 
has meant that once again the Epp's 
marriage has become a weekend one. 
Monday to Friday, Lydia is in Stein
bach and Jake is in Ottawa. 

Setting up a business and getting it 
successfuUy off the ground has been 
important to Lydia. "I think the 'other' 
spouse in a political marriage needs to 
have something all her own. Politics is 
so demanding and so consuming that 
politician's wives and husbands are 
alone a lot of the time. They need a 
personal challenge. Margaret Trudeau 
once said that she always felt like 'she 
was only a rose in her husband's lapel.' 
Although 1 was never actually resentful 
of Jake in exactly that way, 1 could 
understand how Margaret felt. The 
business has been a wonderful challenge 
for me. It has been a chance to prove I 
could do something o~ my own away 
from the political sphere. Jake has been 
one hundred per cent supportive of this 
new career of mine. " 

Although Lydia Epp says she made 
the right decision in 1972 when she 
agreed to support her husband in his bid 
for a seat in the House of Commons, 
she will be the first to admit that the 
last 18 years have not always been 
easy. What are some of the things she 
has found difficult? 

"I had to get used to the public criti
cism of Jake. At first I was deeply hurt. 
I took the criticism personally. After a 
while I was able to become more 
detached, especially if I felt the criti
cism was unwarranted or the whole 
truth hadn't been expressed. Nowadays 
there is so much cynicism about politi
cians that you'd be devastated if you 
took all the comments to heart. " 

Invisible wife 
Other things have been hard for her as 
well. Lydia says that even though Jake 
continually assures her that without her 
involvement and support he couldn't 
have done his job, sometimes it's hard 
for her not to feel neglected and forgot
ten. "1 can recall arriving places on a 
political tour and Jake would be greeted 
by everyone with great enthusiasm. The 
reporters would be making a big to-do 

over him. Everybody recognized my 
husband and wanted to talk to him, but 
no one even noticed me. Sometimes 
when I went along on trips I even felt 
as though Jake's staffwas thinking, 'Oh 
no, now we have to worry about her 
too. '" 

There are things the Epps have had 
to sacrifice for politics. "As a couple 
we've basically had to forgo the pleas
ure of having close friends. We can't 
really make lasting friends in Ottawa 
because people there come and go and 
I am so often in Steinbach. It is hard to 
make close friends in Steinbach, 
because Jake spends so much time in 
Ottawa. Even when he is in Manitoba 
he has lots of commitments and meet
ings. There just isn't time for friends. 

"We've missed sharing a lot of good 
times together, although we do talk on 
the phone every night. We've never 
been on a holiday for more than a few 
days and even then we are constantly 
interrupted by phone calls to and from 
Ottawa." 

Meeting the famous 
Balancing these sacrifices, of course, 
have been many exciting and rewarding 
experiences. Her husband's position as 
a cabinet minister has given Lydia the 
opportunity to meet people the rest of 
us only read about in magazines and 
newspapers. She's shared meals with 
Gandhi in India and Bhutto in Pakistan. 
She's served as a hostess to Prince 
Edward and to the Queen when they 
have visited in Ottawa. She's been 
introduced to the Pope and enjoyed 
having dinner with Mrs. Anwar Sadat. 
She's chatted with Barbara Bush, 
Rosalyn Carter and Nancy Reagan. 
She's met Terry Fox, Steve Fonyo and 
Rick Hansen. 

She observes: "Everyone is in awe 
of these people but they are really very 
human and ordinary. I remember the 
tirst time I met Barbara Bush, when her 
husband was still the vice-president. 
She breezed into a reception and asked 
me if I thought her dress was appropri
ate. She told me she was tired and glad 
that Ottawa was the last stop on their 
trip. She could hardly wait to get home 
to her family. She whipped a picture of 
her newest grandchild out of her purse 

to show me. She was a very unpreten
tious, family-oriented woman." 

If she were cataloguing the other 
"pluses" of life in politics Lydia would 
tell you she is very proud of her hus
band Jake's contribution to his country. 
She knows he's made a difference. 
Lydia thinks one needs a certain amount 
of evangelical zeal to be a good mem
ber of Parliament. You have to believe 
you can make things better. She is sure 
her husband has. She talks in particular 
about the anti-smoking legislation he 
introduced as the Minister of Health. 
"The country's whole attitude towards 
smoking has changed and that will have 
important long term implications for 
health care in Canada. I'm proud that 
Jake was a part of that." 

Not forgotten moments 
Lydia also says she will never forget 
the thrilling political highs of the past 
two decades. "It was euphoric when we 
did things no one thought we could. 
Jake got elected in 1972 when he was a 
young, almost completely unknown 
candidate. The election of two consecu
tive Conservative majority governments 
in 1984 and 1988 was something that 
no one believed could happen either. " 

On September 1 , 1972 Jake and 
Lydia Epp were in Thompson attending 
a municipal convention. Jake was a 
member of the Steinbach town council 
then. He had already received the Tory 
nomination in Provencher. Jake and 
Lydia were in their hotel room watch
ing TV, dressed for dinner and waiting 
to go downstairs for a banquet. Pierre 
Trudeau came onto the screen and 
announced an election for October 30. 
Jake said almost fearfully, "Well, 
Lydia, now we're into it." Neither 
knew that 18 years later they would still 
be "into it." 

It is evident from Lydia Epp that 
nearly two decades of political life have 
not always been easy. She will be first 
to tell you that politics hurts many 
people and ruins many marriages. She 
has managed to maintain a sense of 
self-worth and has kept her marriage 
intact in spite of distance, separations, 
media attention, public criticism and 
even terrorist threats. Clearly Lydia 
Epp is a survivor. mm 
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REVIEW 

Pioneers 
and Pilgrims 
Reviewed by Harry Loewen 
It is perhaps no exaggeration to state 
that Delbert F. Plett is the P.M. Friesen 
of the Kleine Gemeinde. What Friesen 
the historian did for the Russian 
Mennonites, Plett is doing for the 
Kleine Gemeinde today. In 1911 Fri
esen published his massive history of 
the Mennonites in Russia entitled The 
Mennonite Brotherhood in Russia, 
1789-1910. Plett is translating, editing, 
compiling and writing the history of the 
Kleine Gemeinde, the first group to 
separate from the Russian Mennonites 
in the first half of the nineteenth cen
tury. To date five hefty volumes have 
been published and others are to follow. 

Earlier Mennonite historians, 
including P.M. Friesen, C. Henry 
Smith and others have belittled (no pun 
intended!) the Kleine Gemeinde and 
failed to recognize the significance of 
this splinter group within the larger 
Mennonite body. Plett corrects this 
view and seeks to demonstrate that the 
Kleine Gemeinde retained the 
Anabaptist-Mennonite heritage better 
and more consistently than any other 
Russian-Mennonite group. While Plett's 
interpretation has been challenged by 
historians (see James Drry, Journal of 
Mennonite Studies, volume 4, and 
Plett's response to Drry in Plett's 
Profile of the Mennonite Kleine Ge
meinde 1874), his translation work and 
collection of sourge materials are being 
recognized as valuable contributions to 
Mennonite historiography. No serious 
historian of Russian-Mennonite history 
can afford to ignore or bypass the work 
done by Plett. 

Like the first four volumes, 
Volume 5 includes a wealth of docu
ments relating to the Kleine Gemeinde. 
The five parts of this collection deal 
with Kleine Gemeinde members in 
Manitoba, Nebraska, and Kansas 
between 1874 and 1882, including 
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writings of the early pioneers, personal 
accounts, historical sketches , and family 
histories . 

Earlier volumes in Plett's series 
were marred by small print, somewhat 
careless editing , and numerous typo
graphical errors. This latest volume has 
bolder print and the editing and 
proofreading have much improved. 
Plett, a lawyer in Steinbach, Manitoba, 
is doing this work of love in his "free" 
time and largely at his own expense. 
Those of us who teach and write full
time cannot help but admire, respect, 
and appreciate the dedication of this 
lay-historian who is demonstrating an 
obvious passion for his subject -- and 
all of us are the richer for it. 

Delbert F. Plett [ed.and trans.], Pion
eers and Pilgrims. The Mennonite 
Kleine Gemeinde in Manitoba, Neb
raska and Kansas, 1873 to 1882 (The 
Mennonite Kleine Gemeinde Historical 
Series; Vol. Five). Steinbach, Manitoba: 
D. F. P. Publications, 19SXJ. Paperback, 
604 pages, $39.95 (Can.). 

Manitoba~ 
Outreach Officer 
Under the Direction of the Executive 
Director of the Multiculturalism 
Secretariat, the successful candidate will 
provide clients of the Community Access 
Office with consultative assistance and 
referrals for accessing government pro
grams and services. Responsibilities in
clude consulting with the public, providing 
referral services, maintaining relations 
with agencies, organizations and govem
ment departments, preparing reports and 
briefing notes and managing the day to 
day operations of the office. 

This position requires an individual with 
effective interpersonal and oral and writ
ten skills. Must be able to work indepen
dently. Management or supervisory ex
perience required . Experience in 
multicultural/ethnocultural organizations 
or post-secondary studies in a related 
field preferred. Knowledge of govemment 
procedures is an asset. Fluency in 
Heritage languages will be an asset. 
Affirmative Action will be considered in 
the selection process. 

Salary: $35,878 - $45,183 (under review) 
Competition No.: 3735 
Closing Date: April 10, 1991 

Administrative Secretary 3 
The incumbent will provide secretarial 
service to the Outreach Office, reporting 
to the Outreach Officer. This will include 
typing and word processing of confiden
tial correspondence, reports and submis
sions; processing invoices; knowledge of 
commitment accounting; requisitioning of 
office supplies; filing. 
This position requires a well organized in
dividual with general secretarial skills. 
Ability to work on own initiative. Good 
public relations abilities and communica
tions skills are essential. Word process
ing necessary (WANG preferred). 
Affirmative Action will be a consideration 
in the selection process. 

Salary: $24,851 - $28,426 (under review) 
Competition No.: 3734 
Closing Date:April10, 1991 

For the Above Positions Apply in Writing to: 
Human Resource Services 
Culture, Heritage and Recreation 
206 -1n Lombard Avenue 
Winnipeg, Manitoba R3B OW5 

An Affirmative Action Employer 



Looking back on 30 years 
in the Mennonite community 
Part One: Preparation 
hyRoy Vogt 

The year 1991 may have no special 
meaning for most people. However, 
for me it marks two important anniver
saries. 

First, it was exactly two decades ago, 
in 1971, that a few of us began a mod
est publishing venture, The Mennonite 
Literary Society, in order to publish 
books and a monthly magazine, which 
we named the Mennonite Mirror. As 
announced earlier, we plan to step back 
from the publishing of the Mirror this 
summer, an event which will be filled 
with some sadness and it lot of pleasant 
memories. 

Second, it was exactly 30 years ago 
that I graduated from our seminary in 
Elkhart, Indiana, to begin a life of work 
in the Mennonite community. 

It occurred to me that it might be 
interesting to use a little space in the 
remaining issues of the Mirror, with the 
editor's kind permission and your indul
gence, to think back on the past three 
decades. My purpose is to ask what 
those 30 years have taught me about 
"us" Mennonites. What are some of our 
peculiar strengths and weaknesses? 
What is there to laugh or to cry about? 
Where do we seem to be going? 
These, then, are my very personal 
reflections on 30 years in the 
Mennonite community. 

Seminary graduation 
The spring of 1961, when I graduated 
from seminary, was a time of consider
able promise. Except for turmoil in 
Africa, where newly emerging states 
became the battleground for local tribal 
rivalries and imported Marxist-Capital
ist ideologies, the world was largely at 
peace. John F. Kennedy's vibrant 
leadership in the White House seemed 
to herald a new period of cultural and 

economic advancement. For us as a 
family, three years of theological study, 
marked by the arrival of two children 
and a rather precarious economic exist
ence, had come to an end. We were 
ready to move on, and had just 
accepted an invitation from the First 
Mennonite Church in Winnipeg to 
begin a youth ministry in that congrega
tion. Since this was the church to 
which my parents had always belonged, 
and in which I had been baptized only 
five years earlier, the move was like a 
homecoming to me. To my wife, Ruth -
- whose biblical name now seemed 
more appropriate than ever -- it was -a 
journey into the unknown. 

We smile now as we look back on 
our naive confidence. Our seminary 
studies had enriched our understanding 
of the Christian faith and Mennonite 
history but it didn't -- or couldn't -- do 
much to help us anticipate what we 
would likely experience in the world 
and in the church. Despite our youth 
and inexperience, and because of some 
excellent teachers and fellow students, 
we had been inspired during our years 
at seminary to believe that the 
Mennonite church could be -- and 
already was -- a vital, healing body in 
the world. Considerable emphasis had 
been placed on the "Anabaptist vision," 
which perceived Mennonite congrega
tions as islands of radical believers 
willing to challenge and transform the 
surrounding culture. The Elkhart 
Mennonite Church, which we had 
joined, seemed to possess such poten
tial, and the informal fellowship of 
professors and students at seminary 
reinforced what had become a strong 
personal commitment to the Anabaptist 
vision. The years to come were to be 
the testing ground for that vision. 

No money, timely gift 
The first steps into our future world 
were not very auspicious. On gradu
ation day I made the startling discovery 
that we were flat broke. We had sur
vived on pork and beans and little else 
on several previous occasions -- as had 
many of the other students -- but this 
complete collapse of our finances posed 
some special problems. I had already 
contracted with the University of Man
itoba to teach a summer course in econ
omics, beginning in July, but it was 
only mid-May and we somehow had to 
find our way to Winnipeg, with all our 
household belongings, and keep food on 
the table till then. It now seems unbe
lievably melodramatic but, without even 
praying about it (so we can't claim that 
it was a miraculous answer to prayer), 
a cheque for $1,000 arrived out of the 
blue from a friend in Winnipeg whose 
name I cannot reveal. As far as we 
knew this person had no idea as to our 
true situation. We were, of course, 
elated at the gift. 

With this unexpected money we 
purchased a used two-wheel trailer, 
loaded everything we had on it, and 
headed bl,lck to Manitoba. The trip was 
a kind of omen for our future. On the 
one hand, we sailed along for most of 
it, in our $200 Dodge with the trailer 
behind, without too much care or 
trouble. It was pleasant driving through 
the green wilderness west of Interna
tional Falls, secure in our love and 
optimistic about the work ahead. On 
the other hand, we discovered that this 
tranquillity could be broken suddenly, 
in completely unexpected ways, reveal
ing the true fragility of our dreams and 
our circumstances. As we approached 
the U.S. border in mid afternoon, hop
ing to be in Steinbach at my parents' 
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home for dinner, I began to hear a 
squeaking sound from the trailer. This 
sound grew louder and more ominous 
as we kept going to the nearest town, 
about 30 miles away. Finally we 
reached Baudette, Minnesota, and I 
pulled into the first service station. 
Then a most incredible thing occurred. 
As we stopped by the gas pumps I saw 
the trailer sag and collapse on its side 
behind me. The left wheel had come off 
and was heading toward the garage. 
The service manager came out and 
grabbed the wheel as it came toward 
him, burning his hand on the point 
where the wheel had separated. Utter 
disaster. Fortunately the manager was a 
forgiving type, and handy with both 
bandages and tools, and by late after
noon he had found and installed a wheel 
replacement and we were once again on 
our way, a little more uncertain about 
the future. 

Ministerial visit 
The summer of 1961 was hot and dry. 
With the help of Henry Poettker we 
found a suitable apartment at Canadian 
Mennonite Bible College. The univer
sity course I taught had an interesting 
group of students, including, as I recall, 
Rudy Dyck of Winnipeg and George 
Neufeld of Steinbach and a young chap 
about my age, an aspiring politician 
named Ed Schreyer -- a very good 
student! Between preparation and lec
tures we became reacquainted with First 
Mennonite Church, and it with us. 

I remember one hot evening particu
larly. We had just put the children to 
bed and were trying to relax in the hot 
living room in our briefest shorts and T 
shirts when there was a knock on the 
door. We assumed it would be Rudy 
Regehr, our next -door neighbor. Instead 
it was the leading minister of our 
church, Rev. J.H. Enns, and his wife, 
dressed formally in black suit and long 
dress. They had just come to see how 
we were doing. The answer was "fine," 
but it took a while for the shock to 
disappear from all of our faces. 
Another harbinger of life to come. 

Because the First Mennonite Church 
at that time conducted all of its services 
in German we had arranged with the 
church to spend the following year in 
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Germany, studying both language and 
theology. Accordingly, with a scholar
ship from the West German government 
and some financial assistance from the 
church and from some good friends, we 
left Winnipeg for Hamburg, Germany 
in early September. Our excitement 
about the trip was enhanced by recent 
political events. Just a month earlier the 
East Germans had created a crisis in 
Europe by beginning the erection of the 
Berlin Wall. The Cold War was heat
ing up again and most of the tension 
was focused on Germany. Fortunately 
our worst fears were never realized. 

We enjoyed the ocean voyage to 
Germany and deepened our friendship 
with David and Viola Falk, who were 
on the same boat, heading for music 
studies in Detmold. In Hamburg we 
found quarters in a single room of the 
Hamburg Mennonite Church, where life 
was austere and often quite difficult. I 
could escape each day to the university, 
a rather thoughtless, one-sided arrange
ment I realize in retrospect, while Ruth 
cooked, washed, and took care of the 
children in the one room, where we 
also ate, slept, and entertained friends. 
David Schroeders of Winnipeg had 
occupied the same quarters a few years 
previously and had paved the way for 
our introduction to the Hamburg 
Mennonite community. 

Though life wasn't easy, it taught us 
things which were invaluable prepara
tion for our future work. Before Ham
burg we thought we might be able to 
change the world. After Hamburg we 
hoped that we might make a little dif
ference in a single congregation like the 
First Mennonite Church of Winnipeg. 

Church in Hamburg 
The Hamburg Mennonite Church was a 
large, rambling edifice, built from the 
proceeds of a record tish catch shortly 
before the First World War. It had 
survived the heavy Allied bombing 
raids of the Second World War, though 
it was located near the heart of the city, 
in the Altona district. The church had 
two ministers, both of whom lived with 
their wives in different parts of the 
church complex. The older, leading 
minister, Otto Schowalter, was a 
well-trained theologian who gave scho-

larly sermons on the alternate Sundays 
when services were held. He was an 
extremely formal, aloof person, clearly 
not comfortable with our "North Amer
ican" informality and enthusiasm. The 
younger minister was supposed to work 
largely with the youth of the church, 
some of whom were students and lived 
in various rooms in the church bas{~
ment (in which there was also a small 
factory), but his manner was somewhat 
affected and the young people spurned 
his leadership. His wife, however, was 
a genuine, warm person and helped 
Ruth immensely in adjusting to the 
strange language and customs of the 
people. 

Meeting Hamburg members 
What amazed us at the first Sunday 
service was the low attendance. More 
than 800 persons were on the church 
membership list, but attendance never 
exceeded 30, more than half of which 
consisted of young people. Coming 
from America we were appalled, and in 
typical North American missionary 
fashion we resolved to do something 
about it. I obtained the church list 
from Rev. Schowalter (who gave it 
rather reluctantly, wondering no doubt 
how much damage we were about to 
do). 

I called a few of the families on the 
list -- persons who hadn't been in 
church for years -- and asked if we 
might visit them. Some declined, but a 
few invited us to Vaspa on successive 
Sundays. These visits were a revelation, 
but not of the kind that we had antici
pated or hoped for. The people wel
comed us graciously, though with some 
reserve, and after Vaspa we accom
panied them on long walks, during 
which conversation flowed more freely. 
This is what they said to us, not always 
in the same words, but with very simi
lar meaning: "We are glad you called. 
You no doubt want us to renew our 
interest in the church, and in the Chris
tian faith. We are sorry to disappoint 
you, but in this you have no chance of 
succeeding. We did believe at one 
time, and some of our children believe 
now and are active in the church, and 
disappointed in us, but for us it is over. 
The war devastated us, the church 



became irrelevant. We will take our 
chances with God." Then they often 
added: "We welcome your visit and 
friendship, and if you can accept us as 
we are, without any chance of our 
responding positively to your mission
ary concern, we would be pleased to 
visit with you again." 

Lesson learned on love 
Well, there it was! What had been the 
purpose of our concern? Just to win the 
people back to faith, and to the church? 
In that case further visits would likely 
be a waste of time. However, these 
sincere responses forced us to 
re-examine our motives, to ask what it 
was that Christian love was really 
meant to accomplish in such a situation. 
Slowly we came to this simple con
clusion: the purpose of Christian love 
was to love, nothing more and nothing 
less. It did not depend on results; love 
was fulfilled in the act of loving. 

Our purpose henceforth was to show 
concern for people, to stand by them in 
their need, without expecting a reward 
in the form of a positive response. 
True, such love didn't exclude the 
need, occasionally, to remind others 
that they could and should do better 
(our new friends in Hamburg were not 
annoyed at our initial attempts to invite 
them to renew their faith). However, 
because love is not dependent on the 
fulfilment of such expectations, it is not · 
altered or diminished in the presence of 
apparent failure. (Years later, back in 
Canada, we encountered a misguided 
love known as "friendship evangelism, " 
friendship being the means by which 
people hoped to accomplish a conver
sion. I was reminded then that true 
friendship or love is never offered in 
the' hope of attaining something -
though good things may indeed be the 
fruit of such love). 

We visited the people in Hamburg 
again, and were blessed by their love 
and friendship for us, though none of 
them returned to the church. 

The hard knocks of Hamburg were 
an indispensable training ground for 
our later work in Canada. 

Next Month: Working in the Mennonite 
o,urch I" Winnipeg. 

ASSINIBOINE 
TRAVEL SERVICE LTD. 

U.S.S.R. Tours 
JUNE 13 - 28: 
Host: Dr. John Klein, Nebraska. 
Moscow, Odessa, Karaganda, 
Leningrad. 

JUNE 30 - JULY 17: 
Hosts: Dr. P. Letkemann and Dr. 
G.K. Epp, Winnipeg. 
Moscow, Zaporozhye, Yalta, Kiev, 
Leningrad. 

AUGUST 14 - SEPTEMBER 3: Hosts: 
Dr. AI Reimer and Dr. James Urry. 
Moscow, Kiev, Dnepperpotrosk, 
Cheron, Odessa, Zaporozhye, 
Leningrad. 

SEPTEMBER 3: Host: Anne Berg 
Moscow, Zaporozhye, Tbilisi, Yalta, 
Odessa, Leningrad. 

East Europe 
May 10 - 29: 
Hosts: Roy and Ruth Vogt 
Weimar, Leipzig, Berlin, Dresden, 
Prague, Munich, Vienna, and 
Salzburg 

Far East 
Tour one: August 6 - 27 - China, 
Hong Kong, Japan. 
Tour two: November 10 - 25 -
China, Hong Kong. 

Call John Schroeder, 7750271 
Please phone or write for more 
information on these tours. 

Assiniboine Travel Service thanks 
everyone who participated in our 
U.S.S.R. tours this past year, and 
who made each departure so 
successful. 

Call collect from out of town 
(204) 7750271 
FAX 783 0898 

201 - 1317 Portage Avenue, 
Winnipeg, Manitoba, R3G OV3 

MIRROR MIX-UP 
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Silent, Prague, cleaning, 
fever go with" spring" -
but a sure sign of winter's 
end is S P R I N G 

= 
From the 1 8 entries to the January 
puzzle, E. Unruh of Abbotsford, British 
Columbia, was selected the winner. 

Answers to January, are dealth, taper, 
lapses, caper, brute, and peace. 

The letters are to be fe·arranged and 
written in the squares to form words. 
Letters which fall into the squares with 
circles are to be arranged to complete· the 
answer at the bottom of the puzzle. The 
drawing provides a clue. 

A winner will be drawn from among the 
correct entries, and a prize awarded. 

Entries must be sent to the Mirror office 
by April 23. 

name 

address 

cltyftown 

postal code 

Send entries to: Mix-up Contest, 
Mennonite Mirror, 207 - 1317 A Portage 
Avenue, Winnipeg, Manitoba, R3G OV3. 
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Westgate's 
thrift store 
Hot, unmoving air; the smell of old 
wood and old clothes; a fan whirring in 
the background; muffled sounds from a 
busy street; odd crackling noises 
coming from old floorboards; lunch in 
a paper bag; tea boiling in the back 
room -- these are the impressions a 
volunteer at the Westgate Thrift Store 
gets in the summer. 

In winter, the scenery and smells and 
sounds change somewhat. A blizzard 
howling outside, people stamping cold 
feet, blowing on gloved and ungloved 
hands before quietly moving into and 
among the crowded merchandise, laid 
and hung out for inspection. 

Opened in 1965, it was first a tiny 
store on Corydon Avenue, then, from 
1972 on, a slightly larger store on Sel
kirk Avenue. But always, through 25 
years, it has been a part of the com
munity it stood in. Workers have come 
and gone. Many have stayed loyal over 
the years. At meetings, the store is 
recognized as the parents' association's 
most profitable source of revenue. But 
it is more than that. The store has 
offered a place for friendship and for 
pleasant socializing among acquaint
ances. The store has been a meeting
place for kindred spirits, people inter
ested and involved in a community 
effort, the community of Westgate. 

When I first started my term as staff
ing convenor for the store, I was 
handed a calendar and several lists of 
volunteers. One list held names of new 
parents and one the names of parents of 
past years, grandparents and friends of 
the school. The job of calling is a pleas
ant one, particularly the calling of 
friends of the school. The list is the 
lifeblood of the store. 

On December 4, 1990, the Westgate 
Parents' Association held its usual Chr
istmas meeting, but this time all volun
teers, old and new, had been invited to 
attend. Many chose to come and enjoy 
the Christmas baking and singing. In 
this way, the association wanted to 
acknowledge the work of the volunteers 
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during the past 25 years. Anne Loewen, 
herself a most loyal Westgate Thrift 
Store volunteer, gave an account of the 
history of the store. 

She mentioned the rummage sales in 
the church basement of First Mennonite 
Church that sparked the idea for a store 
and, under the direction of Erika Janzen 
and Irene Enns, the Corydon Thrift 
Shop opening its doors. There were 
years when sales did not cover the rent 
for the store. Also mentioned were the 
days when mothers came to work at the 
store with their pre-schoolers in tow. At 
one time, alterations were made at the 
back of the store. 

Times have changed. Today both 
fathers and mothers volunteer at the 
store. We are no longer a ladies' auxili
ary. We are now a parents' association. 
However, the need for a store such as 
ours does not change. We thank all 
those who help out at the store in any 
way to preserve this valuable institution 
-- the Westgate Thrift Store. 
-- Lori Bergen 

June July August 

THE WINNIPEG MENNONITE 
THEATRE 
presents 

NATURAL 
CAUSES 

a play by Tim Kelly 
directed by Luis Reis 

April 18, 19 & 20 
Prairie Theatre Exchange 

Main Stage 
8p.rn. 

Tickets $8 

Tickets may be purchased from 
Helen Pankratz, 775 4002, and 
from theatre board members. 

CALL 
338-7011 



Spring water and Orange Crush 
by Dora Maendel 

Debordh is a seven-year-old growing up 
on a Hulterite colony in south-central 
Manitoba. Her family lives in a brown 
two-story house on the edge of the Hof 
[yard] where the woods begin. 

Plunking herself down in the lush 
grass of the sloping south lawn, Deb
orah lay for a moment, panting, enjoy·· 
ing her body's pleasant weariness. "Ha! 
I beat you again.!" her brother Andrew 
taunted. Rolling onto his back he flat
tened a wide grass blade between his 
thumbs and blew out a raucous whistle. 

Deborah didn't answer. After all, he 
was older and stronger. Besides, she 
was still basking in the tingling warmth 
which an evening of games on the kit
chen lawn with the other children gave 
her. 

"Andrew?" she asked abruptly, host
ing herself up on her elbows and gazing 
directly at him. "While I was a 
'prisoner' today, I heard Sammy tell 
Rachel that we will have to divide up 
soon." Andrew blasted twice on his 
blade of grass before discarding it with 
a grunt. "What does that mean, 'divide 
up?'" Deborah asked. 

"It means we must build a new col
ony." 

"A new colony! But who will live 
there?" 

"Why, half of the people from here 
will move there. " 

"Who will move?" Deborah was 
confused . "The children? The 
mothers?" 

"No, Goodness! Half of the families 
will move." 

"Oh." Deborah was relieved. "But 
why do we have to move?" 

"Well. When a colony has 200 
people, like we have now, it ' s time to 
make a new one. Then the minister and 
Haushalter find some land for sale at a 
new place and buy it for the colony. 
Like Uncle Paul and Uncle John did -
last summer -- when they flew to 
'Ottawa. Where do you think colonies 

come from?" 
Deborah shrugged her shoulders. She 

had never pondered that before. Col
onies just were. Besides, she didn't 
know very many . 

There was Grandparents' colony, 
Aunt Rebecca' s, Uncle Solomon's and 
the one she had visited with Mother last 
summer where Father's cousins lived. 
They'd been served homemade ice 
cream for an evening snack; a lady had 
given her a doll and it had been a won
derful visit. 

Separation pondered 
She wondered what it would be like, 
being separated from half the families 
for good. It was very hard to imagine 
such a change. Who would go and who 
would stay? Would old Andreas Vetter 
and Maria Basel stay? And would they 
still be her neighbours? Deborah didn't 
think she wanted any other neighbours 
unless it would be her best friend Su
san's family . But what if her family and 
Susan's were separated? That would be 
horrible! And she didn't want to move 
away from home. 

Thinking about it made her feel like 
she was coming out of a somersault 
with the whole world tilting, swirling 
and shifting, before things settled once 
again to their familiar places. It left her 
dizzy a while after, not quite as sure of 
anything as before. 

"Wow! I want some!" From his place 
in the grass Andrew was scrambling, 
making for the house. Glancing up, 
Deborah saw Mother on the path hand
ing him a pail of fresh peas. "Make 
sure everyone gets some," Father said, 
sitting down on the steps beside 
Mother. Holding up their aprons Maria, 
Hannah and Deborah went for some 
peas. They sat crosslegged on the grass, 
munching the crisp, sweet kernels . 

"Wen, today I finally drove down to 
the new place with Paul," she heard 
Father telling Mother. "We picked out 

a spot by the river, for the garden. It's 
good soil there." 

"Oh. What does it look like?" 
Bending down, Father untied the 

laces of his workboot before answering. 
"It's about 20 miles west of here, just 
above the river, very sandy. It's really 
something, the view along the Assini
boine there!" He turned twinkling eyes 
toward Deborah . "You should just see 
the chokecherries!" 

"I've heard it's practically in the 
bush," Mother replied, popping open a 
pod and giving it to the baby. 

"It is! Huge oaks, elm, poplar and 
ash. Lots of scrub bush, too; hazelnut, 
dogwood, Saskatoon." 

"What about buildings?" 
"There are clearings for them. Foun

dations for the houses already poured. 
They've set them up in a row, parallel 
to each other," he gestured with his 
arm. "About 40 yards apart, facing 
south. " 

"And the kitchen?" 
"The trucker hauled it in today while 

we were there. Tomorrow they'll put it 
in place atop the basement, facing east 
aside the houses." Pulling offhis boots, 
he sat back. "It's a big job renovating 
those soldiers' barracks." 

"So the girls will have to cook in the 
Kuchela for some time yet," Mother 
commented. 

"I guess so. John has begun work on 
the hog barn foundation. He'd like your 
brother Matthew to help. Shall we go 
this weekend?" 

"Yes, let's! It's been too long since 
I've seen Mother. We should go." 
Reaching for the baby, she got up and 
called, "Andrew! Deborah! It's bed
time. Put all the shells in the pail. Then 
come and wash." 

Exciting summer 
That summer was one of the most ex
citing in Deborah's life. Every day 
there was some news about activities at 
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the farm. One morning Uncle Matthew 
asked, "Andrew, how would you like to 
go the farm with me today?" 

Andrew grinned at Deborah and 
before he could answer, she turned to 
Uncle Matthew. "Can I come, too?" 

"No," he laughed. "Only people big 
enough to use a hammer. " 

"Deborah, come here," Mother said. 
"You'll get a chance to go. Sanna asked 
me if she could take you along one day 
when it's her tum to cook there." Sanna 
was very special to Deborah's family, 
for she had been their SorgeJa or baby
sitter until her 15th birthday, and she 
still helped out when Mother cooked, 
washed or went away. 

"Did she really?" Deborah couldn't 
believe it, it seemed like such an honor. 

That evening Deborah and the others 
were in bed long before Uncle Matthew 
and Andrew returned from the farm, so 
it wasn't until next afternoon on their 
way to church that she had a chance to 
ask Andrew about it. 

Working on the new farm 
During the summer months, when there 
was no school, Uncle Paul, who was 
also the German and Religion Teacher, 
supervised the children from ages five 
to 13 in the church during afternoon 
nap time. Each child brought a light 
blanket and pillow from home and lay 
between the pews and rested or napped. 
It was cool and dark. Afterward, there 
might be a treat such as a picnic or 
swimming. Uncle Paul would drive 
them several miles away to a spot 
where the river had a natural beach. 
Due to work on the farm such outings 
were fewer than usual that summer. 

"Andrew, did you actually stay that 
late?" Deborah hop-skipped to keep up 
with his long strides. 

"Of course. " 
"Was it fun?" 
"Yeah. Hard work, too. And hot!" 
"What were you doing?" 
"Lifting bricks, carrying boards, 

hammering nails. Whatever the men 
did." 

"Is it a nice place? Could you go 
exploring? " 

"Yeah, at noon. Hey! In the bush 
behind the bam Tom and I found a 
steep place for jumping with lots of 
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sand to land in. We leaped from a huge 
tree into it. Whew! You never saw such 
sand! When you dig, it's different col
ours-orange and red." 

"I hope I can go there soon," Deb
orah whispered as they entered the 
church. She saw an empty spot beside 
Susan and hurried over to claim it. 

Uncle Paul was telling a story about 
his childhood days in South Dakota. 
"That was in the States, " he said. "Like 
other Hutterites, Grandmother and 
Grandfather moved up to Manitoba in 
1918, after the president told them they 
would have to help fight the war. Our 
colony was tucked among the gently 
rolling Sioux Hills, one of which we 
used for tobogganing in winter. " 

Deborah wriggled with delight under 
her blanket. "In spring and summer the 
sheep grazed there," Uncle Paul went 
on, "and we had to watch them. Days 
were long and hot but I enjoyed it, 
alone under the blue sky with the 
lambs, birds and my dog Patchy. When 
we moved to Canada, I cried; and 
though I love the prairie now, I still 
miss the hills of Rosedale. " 

Gazing intently at him as she lis
tened, Deborah saw his strong brown 
hand slowly pass over his tightly closed 
eyes and all the way across his bald 
head. "Hetz iss genug; [That is 
enough], he said, and Deborah heard 
him sigh as they all settled back to 
sleep. 

New farm visited 
The next afternoon Uncle Paul said, 
"Instead of napping today, we'll go to 
the farm. I have work for you there. 
Now that the buildings have been 
brought in, there are rusty nails and 
broken glass to be picked up." 

The children eagerly piled onto the 
half-ton truck and settled themselves for 
the ride. "There's just enough room for 
us," Rachel said. "The boys went with 
Uncle John. " 

"Here's the road!" one of the older 
girls cried and as the truck slowed, 
Deborah turned her head to see the 
approach. As it picked up speed along 
the last mile, she saw the trees her 
Father had described, thickly lining 
both sides of the road. But it was the 
startling magenta blur of Fireweed 

growing profusely along one stretch that 
made Deborah long to move there. 

Uncle Paul parked the truck at the 
last building in the row and everyone 
set diligently to work in anticipation of 
the sandpile. 

"The men at the hog bam need me, " 
Uncle Paul told them "so I'll go and 
help them with the boys. I left a case of 
Orange Crush drinks for you at the 
KucheJa. When you're finished you 
may go there and the cooks will give 
them to you. Be sure to do a good job! " 
With that he left them under the super
vision of the three fourteen-year-olds. 

This was a special treat and the pros
pect of a bottle of Orange Crush incited 
Deborah to work up a sweat very 
quickly. It was hot inside the houses 
with no windows open. There was a lot 
of broken glass from the panes and the 
storm windows piled against the walls. 
As Deborah emptied her pail into the 
large trash barrel once more, she saw it 
was already half-full. 

"How good that Orange Crush will 
taste!" exclaimed her older sister Han
nah, brushing perspiration from her 
forehead and hair from her eyes. "Is 
there really a bottle for each of us?" 
wondered Mary doubtfully. 

"Oh, yes! There's a whole case of 
24," said Uncle Paul's daughter confi
dently. "And being 12 girls and nine 
boys, there's more than enough!" Deb
orah shivered involuntarily as she licked 
her dusty, salty lips. Sometimes when 
there weren't enough drinks to go 
around, they had to share. "Today," 
she thought, "I could drink two!" 

Thirst quenched 
At last the older girls decided it was 
time for a break and headed south 
towards the first house. Inside several 
of the bedrooms had already been tom 
down, cupboards installed, and tables 
set up for the men to eat. This was the 
kitchenette, or KucheJa. 

As Deborah's group arrived at the 
KucheJa they were met by Hannah and 
Rachel carrying a water pail and dipper 
between them. 

"We're going to the spring for some 
water," they said. "It's cool down there 
and the water is delicious. Come along, 
you'll see!" Deborah followed them 



along the little path through the bush. 
When they reached the spring Rachel 
continued down the incline to a pl~ce 
where the spring widened and formed a 
tiny pool. It was cooler here and the 
water trickled musically. They took 
turns ladling the water. 

"I see some sand in the pail," said 
Deborah. 

"That's fine. It's clean sand and stays 
on the bottom," said Rachel. Deborah 
was curious. She'd never heard of 
"clean" sand before and was fascinated 
to see that it did exactly that. Even if 
you stirred it, the water was as trans
parent as before, once the sand settled. 

When the pail was full, Rachel 
showed them how to crouch down and 
drink with cupped hands. It was deli
cious. Icy cold. Deborah could only 
stand it for two handfuls. 

"Let's go!" said Hannah. "They said 
to hurry." 

Entering the Kuchela Deborah was 
surprised by Sanna's voice. "Hi, Deb
orah!" she said. "You came to help!" 

"Hello," Deborah answered softly. "I 
didn't know it was your turn to cook." 

Reluctant share 
Blue-eyed, with a ready smile, Sanna's 
cheeks glowed and her dark blonde hair 
was damp. Deborah could see that she 
and her partner were busy. Esther had 
the table set with plates of watermelon 
and cookies. At each place was a cup 
and a small tumbler of Orange Crush. 

"Why don't you go and sit outside?" 
Sanna suggested. "Hannah and Rachel 
will pass out your drinks." As they 
joined the others under the trees Han
nah came up and nudged Deborah gen
tly, holding out a three-quarters empty 
Orange Crush bottle, "Here, Deborah." 

"What?" Deborah demanded, but was 
interrupted by Hannah's "Sh-h-h-!You, 
Rhoda and I have to share. This is 
yours." Rhoda, Sanna's younger sister 
was Hannah's best friend. 

"I don't want only so much!" Deb
orah blurted. "Because it's so hot!" 

"Be quiet and listen," Hannah whis
pered. "Sanna badly wants to serve 
each of the men a little Orange Crush, 
too. " 

"Then why doesn't she take the spare 
bottles?" 

"She did, but it's not enough. She 
needs three more. So she asked me and 
Rhoda if she couldn't have ours and 
yours. " 

"I'm thirsty," Deborah whined. "I 
want my whole bottle." She could think 
of nothing but her misery and the un
fairness of being asked to relinquish her 
hard-earned treat. Even the gum Hanna 
held out to her, "from Sanna" failed to 
appease her. 

"Shame on you, Deborah! My good
ness, it's for Sanna and she's cooking! 
She asked me to ask you." The con
tempt and urgency in her voice at last 
compelled Deborah to reconsider. It 
was right, she knew, an honour even, 
that "their" Sanna should have the con
fidence to call on them for this favour. 
But, oh, how she had looked forward to 
this Orange Crush. 

Soberly and not very graciously she 
finally accepted the bottle from Hannah 
and sat down to drink it. Two good sips 
and it was finished. Still thirsty, she 
decided to go in for some wate~. From 
the side door a troop of hot, dusty men 
tramped in, led by Uncle Paul. 

"M-m-m! Ice cold Orange Crush!" 

Deborah heard one of them exclaim 
appreciatively. "Where did that come 
from? " 

Sanna placed a plate of sandwiches 
on the table, a mysterious smile on her 
hot face. "Oh, some fairies brought it 
for us!" she said. 

But, not knowing exactly how many 
you were this afternoon," said Esther, 
"there may not be quite enough." Deb
orah saw Uncle Paul standing at the 
table, glancing from the tumblers to the 
cooks, to Deborah drinking at the water 
pail. 

"I prefer cold spring water myself," 
he said, holding out his cup to her. 
Filling it and handing it back to him, 
Deborah turned just in time to receive 
Sanna's grateful, proud smile as she left 
the kitchen to join her friends. rom 

DR. BRAD LOHRENZ 
Chiropractor 

is pleased to announce the opening of 

FORT GARRY CHIROPRACTIC CENTRE 

6 - 1235 Pembina Highway, Winnipeg 
( 1 b lock north of McGillvary Blvd. ) 

CALL: 287-8383 

Wishing all our friends and 
customers a very Happy Easter . 

from 

('::;""\;AfJ,AN 

C'-":;O~!MCTiC 

A£SOCit.J iON 

OFFICE HOURS: 
Mon./Wed./Fri. 8:30 - 6:00 

Tues. 2:00 - 7:00 
Thurs./Sot. 8:30 - 1:00 

RIEDIGER'S SUPERMARKET 
188 Isabel Street, Wmnipeg, phone 774 2451 
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THE POET'S WORD 

THOUGHTS ON CHANGING SEASONS 
I would not wish to live in warmer climes 
Where there are no changes in seasons or in times. 

How droll the beauty of summer if it were never new: 
the greening, ripening fields of grain; 
the elm umbrellaed streets of shade; 
murmurrings of morning doves greeting the dew fresh dawn; 
the barefoot feel of fresh cut lawn; 
backyard bar-b-ques with friends; 
family gatherings at the farm; 
twilight evenings that last, and last, and last-

Such joys would jade if each day were a repetition of the past. 

How sad to never know the awe of autumn bliss: 
the kaleidoscope of foliage before it falls; 
honking geese, sky-writing "V's" on high; 
acorns bouncing off a garage's hollow roof; 

children playing house in rooms of new raked leaves; 
the sight, sound and smell of man, machine and Mother Nature 

in the harvest fields-
How cold to miss the warmth that autumn yields. 

What lack of challenge if one never feels the bite of winter: 
the cold and wind that rouge the cheek: 
the untrampelled glitter of sparkling snow; 
hot, hot chocolate after skating on the river; 
fat flakes falling softly on a Christmas eve; 
a book, a fire and wine within, and dormant cold without; 
the arguing about which blizzard was the worst-

No taste of triumph if you cannot take the test! 

How meaningless Good Friday and the Resurrection if not accompanied by 
spring's rebirth: 

the rivulets of melting snow; 
early tulips 'gainst a warm south wall; 
a breaking river-its giant cubes tinkling in the stream; 
toddler squirrels playing tag; 
the soft burst of pussy willow; 
the first song returning robins sing-

How nature punctuates the Easter message with her spring. 

No .. . . 

I would not wish to live in warmer climes 
Where there are no changes in seas,Ons or in times. 

-- Henri J. Eons 
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Infidels 

Wars and rumors -
only God knows 
the collateral lost ... 
damaged souls, 
fouled waters, 
images, 
projected pornographic: 
football, Nintendo, Pacman ... 
Harmless games? 
Brave new world order? 
No, better --
a SURGICAL strike! 
a healing process: 
"To Iraq, 
with love." 

"It's your leader we want ... 
our pilots were careful, 
their aim strategic, 
eighty-percent precision, 
give or take a Cruise, 
is miraculous: 
God bless 
our Top Guns!" 

The Lord's on our side 
(forget sharing Abraham) ... 
good versus evil, 
right versus wrong, 
Billy Graham to the White House 
and religion sanctions 
another Crusade. 

In latter days, 
an ecumenical God 
searching hearts 
will illuminate truth 
and judge us all--
Muslims, Jews, Christians-
for the infidels 
we are. 
-- by Tim Wiebe 

THE POET'S WORD 

A Child's Love 

Day's end, 
last rays, 
warm,mild, 
breathe freshness, 
whisper hope, 
promise peace. 
There is no breeze -
just stillness, 
beauty, 
the clarity 
of benediction. 

I push inside; 
my two-year old 
runs to greet me. 
Her world is complete, 
bounded 
by securest facts: 
Mr. Sun is going night-night, 
mommy is home, 
and maybe later, 
after her "God is great," 
she and daddy 
can run downstairs 
and make a house. 

There lives only 
this fragile love 
and all that would destroy it. 
Grant, God, 
the gift of tenderness 
to all that suffers 
in our wounded world. 
-- by Tim Wiebe 
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OBSERVED ALONG THE WA Y 

The desert war subsides, and Mennonites encounter 
another example of trust that is lost 
March opens in a happier way than Mennonites -- particularly those enter
previous months. The Gulf War appears ing the professions or business -- had 
to have ended, at a terrible cost, but not reason to believe it was a liability being 
as terrible as most of us had feared. identified as a Mennonite. I have heard, 

It was difficult in the end not to be for example, of cases of discrimination 
swept up in the battle euphoria -- in the against Mennonites in the university 
sudden western victory. We have all community. In the last few decades all 
been raised in a very competitive that changed. We have become known 
society and we have been taught that for our honesty, compassion, and hard 
success -- which is often obtained only work. Non-Mennonite bankers have 
at the expense of a competitor -- is told me, for example, that a Mennonite 
something to be savoured. Instinctively applicant for a bank job almost auto
,we cheer our side to victory. In a kind matically receives favorable attention. 
of macabre jest I was told that the most We have basked in such approval. 
popular song in Israel during this war Now, especially in the past year, a 
was "Onward Christian soldiers." We crack has appeared in this edifice of 
Christians have that coming. After respectability, and the public -- which 
thousands of years of human civilization always sensed that there was something 
it is depressing to acknowledge that we too good to be true about it -- takes a 
are still prepared to treat other humans certain satisfaction from exposing it. 
more despicably than many animals Charges of sexual impropriety (Eden), 
treat each other. tampering with intellectual freedom 

Spring, however, is on its way, and 
the renewal of nature will hopefully 
rejuvenate our spirits. We know people 
in our own community, however, who 
will find this difficult because of losses 
they have recently experienced. I refer 
to the collapse this past month of a 
large Mennonite development firm, 
Kona. The public press, including 
Macleans's magazine, has given a lot of 
attention to this tragic event. It appears 
that about 300 investors, mostly 
Mennonite, have lost millions of dollars 
in Kona' s bankruptcy. I think the larger 
public is so interested in this because of 
an apparent irony: it couldn't happen to 
nicer guys. 

We Mennonites have gotten a good 
press in the last few decades. As re
cently as four decades ago some 
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(MCI), and now financial mismanage
ment are precisely the kinds of things 
that pique the public's interest. 

We will just have to bear it, and 
admit that a certain balancing of 
accounts is taking place. The "truth" 
about us consists both of what the pub
lic thought before and what they are 
learning now. I suspect that before a 
proper balance is achieved even more 
admissions of failure will be forthcom
ing. 

In the meantime, affairs like Kona 
send out a number of messages. First, 
many Mennonites have considerable 
money to invest. Second, despite this 
evidence of wealth many persons are 
still not very sophisticated in using it. 
Maybe our churches, or MCC should 
provide investment counselling. It 
seems that a number of investors in 

by Roy Vogt 

Kona thought that they were buying 
tangible assets, like buildings or land, 
with guaranteed returns. In most devel
opment projects of this kind it is only 
the banks or mortgage companies that 
have a claim on tangible assets. The 
other investors are buying a stake in 
something very intangible: future profit
ability . This, of course, can never be 
guaranteed. 

Further, the developers invariably 
take a portion of the investment " up 
front," for themselves. When I saw a 
Kona prospectus a few years ago I felt 
that the up-front charges were too high. 
This is one reason why I didn't get 
involved. As in everything else, the fine 
print has to be read carefully. Those 
who wish to get a return on their in
vestment beyond the assured interest 
rate of government bonds or bank 
deposits are not necessarily greedy, but 
they should be aware that they are 
gambling. A horse race may give better 
odds. Those who want to gain beyond 
the average should also be prepared to 
lose beyond the average. A few years 
ago I heard of a resource stock that was 
seIling for $ 1.33 a share. I was told 
that it might go much higher, so, aware 
that it was a considerable gamble, I 
decided to buy 1,000 shares . The stock 
did rise, to $1.70, but I decided to stay 
on for even larger gains. I stilI have 
those shares, and you can buy them 
from me for 10 cents each, because 
their official price is now only 5 cents. 
I have no one to blame but myself. 

However, the Kona affair does raise 
a third issue, having to do with the kind 
of salespersons employed. It seems that 
an effort was made to enlist a number 
of ministers and ex-MCC workers in 



the sales forc·e. This needs to be ques
tioned seriously, especially in this kind 
of business where trust is an important 
selling feature. 

On the one hand, no Mennonite 
should be so naive as to think that min
isters are "next to God" -- as one per
son was quoted in the press. We freely 
criticize their sermons; we should be 
equally critical when they try to sell us 
investments. On the other hand, people 
find it difficult to question a minister or 
church worker directly, and those 
entrusted with such ministry should 
remember this in choosing another line 
of work. 

If the Kona affair does nothing else, 
it should prompt our congregations and 
the MCC to establish guidelines regard
ing possible conflict of interest in the 
outside employment of their workers. 
One person who was approached by 
such a Kona salesman a few years ago 
called and asked for my advice before 
making a decision. I advised against it, 
because of the up-front charges already 
mentioned and because, in my opinion, 
Kona management lacked experience 
and the good judgment that sometimes 
comes with it. 

A few weeks ago, after Kona's fail
ure became public, this friend called 
and thanked me for the warning. Partly 
because of it he had not invested. 
However, he then added something that 
I found quite disturbing. Apparently 
when he informed the Kona salesperson 
why he was not going to invest with 
Kona -- quoting me without using my 
name -- the salesman had become quite 
agitated -- as though · it was quite 
improper to question the qualifications 
of management. Such subtle intimida
tion, arising from the official status of 
a person, needs to be examined careful
ly. 

While thinking about this I came 
across examples of how this problem 
was handled by Mennonites in Russia. 
My ministerial grandfather, for 
instance, felt there was no conflict of 
interest between farming and the minis
try -- because as a farmer he seldom 
tried to . sell things to his parishioners -
but when he purchased a dry-goods 
store, where personal salesmanship was 
important, he refrained from having 

anything to do with sales because he 
might unduly influence the members of 
his congregation. I am not sure whether 
his congregation reminded him of such 
conflict of interest or whether he 
thought of it himself. In any case, his 
grown children did all the work inside. 
He merely sat in front of the store and 
greeted the customers. It is possible, of 
course, that he just enjoyed himself 
more that way. 

Regardless of past practice, it seems 
that in our more complex business 
world it is imperative that we provide 
more guidance to both sellers and 
buyers. To those people who lost many 
thousands of dollars in Kona -- for 
whatever reason -- the failure of that 
company is obviously a personal and 
financial disaster. For them good advice 
is now too late, but hopefully more of 
it will be available in the future. 

If the business world is more com
plex, so, I find, is teaching at the uni
versity. I never thought I would live to 
see this, but recently one of my stu
dents sent a fax to me from a ski lodge 
in Colorado, asking me to please fax 
the test to her that I was giving the 
class. This may be the wave of the 
future but I, for one, do not plan to ride 
with it. I told her that her economics 
was definitely going down hill. 

Finally, for this month, I must com
ment on the recent death of another 
outstanding Mennonite citizen. I refer 
to D.K. Friesen of Altona. What is said 
here in praise of him has nothing to do 
with his business success -- which was 
considerable. Rather, what impressed 
me, and many others, was his genuine 
concern for people and his personal 
integrity. In the earlY,1980s when sev
eral of us established an assistance unit 
within MEDA to help firms and 
farmers who were failing because of the 
recession, we found in D.K. Friesen, as 
well as in several other businessmen,a 
person who had both a clear head and a 
sympathetic heart. Where genuine need 
was demonstrated he was quick to 
respond, both with good advice and 
financial assistance. His death, follow
ing that of his brother Ray, is a serious 
blow to both Altona and the Mennonite 

community at large. The tradition they 
established, however, seems to be alive 
within their firm and we wish their 
successors well. rom 

Prairie Performances 
presents •.. 

An evening of songs 
with 
DANIEL LICHTI, 
baritone, and 
ARLENE SHRUT, 
piano 

April 25 and 26 

Time: 8 p.m. 

Place: Muriel Richardson 
Auditorium, Winnipeg Art Gallery. 
300 Memorial Boulevard. 

Tickets: $9.50 or $7 for seniors 
and students, may be ordered by 
calling 475 6492 or from J.J.H. 
McLean, 942 4231. 

I p R A I R IE 
4l PERFORMANCES 

MANITOBA INC. 
110 Whellams Lane, Winnipeg, R2G 
OV8 
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Hope Mennonite Chureh will share 
the sanctuary of the new Young United 
Church, which will be rebuilt following 
the fire of December, 1987. Also par
ticipating as partners in the building 
will be the West Broadway Community 
Ministry and the Day Nursery Centre. 
The new building will reflect a philos
ophy of outreach in the community. 
Construction is to begin this fall, with 
an expected completion date in the fall 
of 1992. 

Winnipeg opera singer Philip Ens 
received praise from reviewers for his 
performance as Don Basilio in the 
Vancouver Opera's production of The 
Barber of Seville. Ens has been nick
named the "Baby Bass" because at 28 
he is considered rather young to possess 
such a booming, yet controlled voice. 
He will be singing the title role in the 
Manitoba Opera Associations produc
tion of The Marriage of Figaro next 
season. 

Bernie Klassen received the TESL 
(Teaching English as a Second Lan
guage) Manitoba award for outstanding 
contributions to the teaching of English 
as a second language in Manitoba. 
Bernie began the TESL program at the 
University of Manitoba in 1970, and it 
continues as a strong program in the 
Faculty of Education at this university. 
Bernie is a member of Bethel 
Mennonite Church. 

Canadian soprano Edith Wiens and 
pianist Warren Jones will open the 24th 
Guelph Spring Festival on April 25. 

Winkler nurse Tracy Siemens, 23, is 
a registered urse at the King Fahd Na
tional Guard Hospital in the Saudi Ara
bian capital of Riyadh. She has worked 
there for nearly a year. She reported 
recently that about 250 nurses left after 
the invasion of Kuwait. With one month 
left on her contract, she plans to remain 
in Saudi Arabia since people there 
"need all the help they can get. " 
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MANITOBA NEWS 

D. W. Friesen Ltd. of Altona recently 
opened an office in New York. In 
Canada, Friesen specializes in manu
facturing school yearbooks and shorter 
runs of hard-cover color books. In New 
York, Friesen will be targeting short-to
medium-run books, printings of 5,000 
to 30,000 copies. 

Bill Block of Winnipeg was 
reappointed in November 1990 to a 
three-year term as director of the com
mittee on ministerial leadership for the 
Conference of Mennonites in Canada. 

Cornelius and Elsie Driedger of the 
Altona Bergthaler Church have begun· a 
two-year voluntary service term in 
Tucson, Arizona; he in home repair and 
she as a bookkeeper. 

George and Tma Neufeld of Bois
sevain began two-year MCC assign
ments in Winnipeg. Neufelds are the 
custodians of the MCC office. They 
previously served with Mennonite Vol
untary Service in Reedley, Calif. 
George was last employed as supervisor 
of transportation at Boissevain school 
division. They are members of the 
Whitewater Mennonite Church in Bois
sevain. 

Martha Rempel of Winnipeg, most 
recently of Elizabethtown, Pennsyl
vania, began a two-year MCC assign
ment in August 1990 as assistant super
visor of SELFHELP Crafts in Ephrata. 
She is a graduate of Teachers' College 
at the Canadian Mennonite Bible Col
lege in Winnipeg and received a tea
cher's certificate in piano from Toronto 
Conservatory. She was last employed as 
a Yamaha music teacher giving group 
keyboard lessons to children in Win
nipeg. She is a member of Charleswood 
Mennonite Church in Winnipeg. Her 
husband Cornie is employed as supervi
sor of clinical pastoral education at 
Philhaven Hospital in Hershey, Pen
nsylvania. 

Kurt Schwarz of Scarborough 

Ontario began a two-year MCC assign
ment in Toronto where he coordinates 
volunteers working with AIDS outpa
tients at the St. Michael's Hospital. He 
received a bachelor's degree in relig
ious studies from MBBC in Winnipeg 
and a master's of divinity degree from 
Emmanuel College in Toronto. He is 
an associate member with Kleefeld 
Evangelical Mennonite Church. His 
parents are Art and Hilda Schwarz of 
Kleefeld. 

Abe and Tina Thiesen of Altona are 
beginning four-month MCC assign
ments as packers for SELFHELP Crafts 
in Akron, Pennsylvania. He was last 
self-employed and Tina worked as a 
dietician. They are members of Altona 
Bergthaler Church. 

Anne and Art Wiebe of Blumenort 
are beginning four-month MCC assign
ments in Akron, Pa. Anne will work as 
a returns clerk and Art as a stock clerk 
for SELFHELP Crafts. Anne was last 
employed as a supervisor at Kindale 
Occupational Centre in Steinbach. Art 
last worked as a teacher in Hanover 
School Division. Wiebes are members 
of Steinbach Mennonite Bretheren 
Church. 

War dominates MCC meeting: 
War in the Persian Gulf dominated the 
annual meeting of Mennonite Central 
Committee Canada, held in Clearbrook, 
B.C. in late January. The tone was set 
at the public session when Harry Hue
bner, professor at Canadian Mennonite 
Bible College in Winnipeg and member 
of a peace delegation to Iraq late in 
1990, stated that "now is a time to 
mourn and pray." Representatives also 
focused attention on sexual abuse in 
Mennonite and Brethern in Christ 
homes, heard about opportunities for 
service in the Soviet Union and agreed 
to changes to the MCC Canada board, 
executive committee, fiscal year and 
annual meeting schedule. 



War limits f"OO<.l supplies: 
The Gulf War is limiting food assist
ance to the Horn of Africa, especially 
Sudan. Popular Sudanese support for 
Iraq has allowed the government to 
implement Islamic law; anti-Western 
sentiment there is growing; and the 
Sudanese government has doubled food 
and fuel prices . These moves are "po
tentially very devastating" to food as
sistance, says MCC food aid 
coordinator Hershey Leaman. 

Global Neighbors is the name of a new 
game about MCC which will teach 
about the needs of developing countries 
and MCC relief and development work. 
Proceeds from the sale of the game, 
produced by MCC Alberta, will be 
used for the relief and development 
work of MCC. The object of the game 
is to move a game piece around a game 
board map of the world. Players answer 
questions about MCC with the help of 
information sheets. The game, which is 
designed for two to six players, takes 
around three to four hours to complete. 
The idea for the game was suggested by 
the MCC Alberta Executive Committee 
to raise funds for MCC and teach about 
the world-wide service of the agency. 
Students at Mennonite Bible schools 
and colleges across the country helped 
collect information for the game. 
Global Neighbors can be purchased 
from MCC Alberta, 76 Skyline Cres
cent, Calgary, Alberta, T2K 5X7 and 
SELFHELP Crafts stores across the 
country. Cost is $29.95. 

OLD PAPER ON INDEX: 
The contents of the first two decades of 
the Mennonitische Rundschau, North 
America's oldest Mennonite periodical, 
are now accessible through a new sub
ject index. The periodical itself is avail
able on microfilm from UMI, Ann 
Arbor, Michigan. 

Volume one (1880-89) and Volume 
two (1890-99) of the index have just 
been published in English by the Centre 
for Mennonite Brethren Studies, Win
nipeg. Work on future volumes is un
derway. 

The Mennonitische Rundschau was 
established for Russian Mennonites who 
settled on the prairies of North America 
to serve as a medium of information 
among themselves and with their co
religionists back in Russia and the rest 
of Europe and Asia. As such it carried 
reports from almost every community, 
village and church, including wedding 
and death notices, congregational and 
religious information, articles on crops, 
animal husbandry, school affairs, do
mestic and foreign news, all of which 
was of interest to the Mennonites. 

The forerunner of the Mennonitische 
Rundschau was the Nebraska Ansiedler, 
founded in Lincoln, Nebraska in 1878 
as a supplement to the Herold der 
Wahrheit. In 1880 the name was 
changed to Mennonitische Rundschau 
and publication moved to the Mennonite 
Publishing Company, Elkhart, Indiana. 
In 1908 it was taken over by the 
Mennonite Publishing House, Scottdale, 
Pennsylvania. 

In 1923 it was moved to Winnipeg 
and published by the Mennonite Pub
lishing House, Winnipeg. In 1940 it 
was taken over by the Christian Press 
Ltd. , also in Winnipeg. In 1964 it 
became more of a denominational peri
odical serving the German-speaking 
Mennonite Brethren community in 
Canada. 

Since its founding the Mennonitische 
Rundschau has produced more than 
75,000 pages of information, making it 
a vital tool for any study of Mennonites 
in North America. Until 1924 it was the 
only newspaper serving this large com
munity of Mennonites. 

The index covers the entire content 
of the Mennonitische Rundschau except 
for advertising. It was compiled by Bert 
Friesen at the Centre for Mennonite 
Brethren Studies, Winnipeg, which until 
November was under the directorship 
of Ken Reddig. 

The first two volumes are available 
from the Centre for $50 each, plus 
shipping and handling. 

Ken Reddig and Bert Friesen examine 
the first copy of the Rundshau index. 

Book Sale -- Club Moves 
Mennonite Books, the specialty mail
order house, has been sold by the Man
itoba Mennonite Historical Society. 
The purchase by the new owners, 
Brandt Family Enterprises, was final
ized at the end of February. 

The new owners are committed to 
maintaining a high level of service; of 
continuing the original purpose of mak
ing Mennonite writings readily available 
and of encouraging Mennonite authors. 

Mennonite Books has moved to 67 
Fleet Avenue, Winnipeg, R2K 3N3. 
For phone orders call 668 7475. The 
day-to-day opertions will be handled by 
Daryl Brandt. 
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REVIEW 

A look at 
Hutterites 
through food 
reviewed by Ed Unrau 
Anyone who has been a guest at a ' 
Hutterite colony at mealtime is aware 
that the people there can go through an 
enormous amount of wholesome food in 
an extraordinarily short time: 

Although Hutterian cooking is for 
large groups, it is clearly not 
"institutional" food in the same sense 
that it is in a Bible school or hospital. 

For those who have wondered 
whether the Hutterites have recipes, the 
answer is a simple, yes. And evidence 
of this is found in a book published by 
Good Books, called The Hutterite 
Community Cookbook. 

This 224-page book by Joanita Kant, 
of Watertown, South Dakota, is a 
recipe book that also provides an ever
so-brief glimpse into colony life that 
focuses mainly on food. 

Food in a Hutterite colony doesn't 
just appear, it's the end-product of 
considerable organization that is 
strongly rooted in the Hutterian 
tradition of self-sufficiency. 

To the extent possible, Hutterian 
eating is organlzed around farm 
produce the colony grows on its farm 
and changes with the seasons. What 
colony residents eat is managed by the 
head cook and the head garden woman. 
These women who manage the kitchen 
work are assisted by all the other 
women of the colony, who take turns 
with the various tasks. 

Hutterian food is a rather interesting 
blend of old and modern. The presence 
of the old in their cooking is explained 
by the fact that when a new colony is 
formed, the recipes from the parent 
colony are transcribed and given to the 
head cook of the new. In this way 
original dishes are not lost. 

At the same time, however, Hutterite 
cooks have incorporated modern food 
products into their cooking (such as 
jelly powders, store-bought cereals) as 
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well as typically North American dishes 
such as hot dogs and pizza. The 
relationship between food and health 
has not escaped the Hutterites, and their 
cooks are revising their recipes 
accordingly. 

This cookbook begins with the 
original quantity recipes, which appear 
at the top of each page in a handwritten 
version. Thus, a recipe for tomato 
soup calls for two gallons of tomato 
juice. Underneath, however, is another 
version of the recipe that suits a typical 
family, calling for two cups of tomato 
JUIce. In the revised version, the 
vague instructions that would be 
sufficient for the experienced are 
expanded and clarified for the 
inexperienced. 

Recipe titles reading, " ... for 
Women," spark immediate curiosity. 
After all, why have Waffles for 
Women, for example. One of the 
pages describing life in the community 
explains that meals for new mothers are 
handled by a special cook and make use 
of other recipes. Two recipes, one 
called Dumplings for Women and the 
other Dumplings for Sunday, are so 
closely similar that one wonders how 
anyone could tell the difference between 
the two when finished. 

What kind of recipes are found in 
this book? The titles lack the "come
on" appeal of what might be the case of 
other cookbooks. What is quickly 
clear, however, is their simplicity. A 
few ingredients, usually in their 
primary state, and thus healthier than 
already processed ingredients. 

The following titles are examples of 
the range: Carrot Cookies, Carrot 
Cake (the latter comes with a rather 
interesting icing that has no cream 
cheese), Cottage Cheese Pie, 
Buckwheat Sausage, two recipes for 
Baloney neither of which resembles the 
store product, and various hearty soups. 

Although most recipes use what I call 
primary unprocessed foods, there are a 
few exceptions that present simple but 
tasty alternatives to what you are used 
to. For example, Russian dressing, 
ketchup, and tomato juice combine in a 
recipe called A Sauce for Sausage. 
Some pages later, tomato juice, 
Catalina salad dressing, and ketchup 

combine in a tomato sauce for 
macaroni. 

As someone who has a considerable 
collection of cookbooks, I will say in 
summary that this is one of the more 
interesting books I have seen. On the 
one hand it provides an insight into 
Hutterite life, while on the other it 
offers a wide range of uncomplicated 
and wholesome recipes well within the 
competence of any cook. Put another 
way, if you . are looking for a cookbook 
with recipes for food that is easy to 
cook and easy to eat, look at this one. 

This Hutterite cookbook is another in 
a long list of cookbooks published by 
Good Books of Pennsylvania. Last 
month we reviewed Mennonite Foods 
and Folkways from South Russia. 
These "Good" books have captured the 
wide range of Mennonite life, as 
reflected in food; the Hutterite book 
extends that examination into a "cousin" 
Anabaptist tradition. 

Kant, loanita. The Hutterite 
CommJInUy CoOkbook.. Good Books, 
Intercourse, Pennsylvania, 222 pages 
with photos of Hutterite life. cost 
$12.95, U.S. 
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REVIEW 

Congenial Times Again with the Enns Clan 

A review by AI Reimer 

Prairie Performances Manitoba Inc. 
presents A Reunion with the Enns Fam
ily and Friends Singers in "Stunden der 
GemUtlichkeit" or "Congenial Times," 
February 13,14, and 15, 1991, at the 
Muriel Richardson Auditorium, Win
nipeg Art Gallery. 

How to begin another review of that 
inimitable troupe of performers, that 
lusty band of singers, players and 
reciters, that wonderful group of nostal
gia-spinners in German and English, 
that joyous, zestful company of 
brothers, sisters, cousins, in-laws and 
grandchildren -- the Enns Family? 
"The Enns clan strikes again! With 
fresh irons as hot as ever," would be 
one way. "The singing Ennses weave 
their homespun magic once again, leav
ing their audiences mellow with shared 
moods and limp with appreciation," 
would be another. But those opening 
lines would sound grandiose and over
blown even for this incurably purple
prose reviewer. 

No, this time I'll stick to sober 
reflection and flat understatement. I'll 
begin by stating that I came all the way 
from my desert Shangri-la in Arizona -
that geriatric winter paradise to which I 
have now irrevocably condemned 
myself -- just to attend and review for 
you, faithful readers, this "final" ap
pearance of the Enns Family Singers . 
Yes, I abandoned the bobbers and 
weavers in the hot pool of our trailer 
camp so I could be at this "farewell" 
concert. And I'm not a bit sorry I went 
to all that trouble and expense, friends 
-- it was worth it! 

Popular family 
Chalk up another triumph for this re
markable family of entertainers -- all 37 
of them! Over the years I've racked 
my brain trying to account for the in-

creasingly popular appeal of this series 
of mixed-bag recitals. After all, the 
Ennses are unpretentious amateurs who 
offer program menus that range from 
hoary chestnuts to over-done ham, with 
doIlops of schmaltz served on the side. 
And they serve up all this familiar and 
over-familiar fare in an unabashedly 
sentimental and unashamedly nostalgic 
style, without apology, affectation or 
smarm. And that, I think, is their 
secret, the essential simplicity, honesty 
and . sincerity with which they present 
their material. What marks the Enns 
clan as performers is their total respect 
and love for language as musical sound, 
for the way great poets and composers 
have incarnated words and sounds in 
verse and song. 

For me the most gratifying 
highlights of this concert were not, for 
once, the singing and playing, hugely 
entertaining though they were, but 
rather the recitations of half a dozen 
English and German poems. I don't 
think I have ever heard poems more 
eloquently delivered on stage, and I 
have listened to many fine readers from 
Robert Frost amd W.H. Auden on 
down. I don't know who coached these 
reciters -- or indeed if anyone did -- but 
to breathe fresh, glowing life into poetic 
war-horses like Wordsworth's "The 
Daffodils," as read by Catherine Enns, 
Robert Louis Stevenson's "The Swing, " 
as read by Marie Enns, Frost's "Stop
ping By Woods On A Snowy Evening," 
as read by Paul Enns, and Longfellow' s 
"The Children's Hour," as read by 
Judge John Enns ably supported by the 
Enns grandchildren, requires an artistry 
that these readers were able to demon
strate superbly. Every bit as good was 
Henri Enns' reading of "Thoughts on 
Changing Seasons, " by S. N. Irneh 
(read that name backwards and you'll 
see that there was a double artistry at 
work here). Marlies Friesen gave a 
superlative reading of Der Mond ist 

aufgegangen in beautiful German, and 
Peter Enns was as good as ever in Ich 
sah den Wald sich farben. And who 
could have improved on Butch Isaac's 
rendition of Paul Hiebert's hilarious 
"Hiawatha's Milking"? 

Singing performances that 
stood out were "Early One Morning," 
sung by the Enns women, "The Streets 
of Laredo," with Henri Enns singing 
the solo part with touching effect, and 
the lovely group of "Past Favorites" -
SchOn ist die Jugend, with brother 
Harry vibrant in the solo part, "West
erin' Home" and Bab oft im Kriese der 
Lieben. And who but Sig Enns with 
his throbbing basso and convincing 
sincerity could have brought off so 
effectively that old favorite "What a 
Wonderful World," accompanied by 
slides of nature and family scenes? The 
brothers combined to sing 0, alte Bur
schen Berrlichkeit, as uproariously as 
though they were sitting around a Stam
mtisch at Heidelberg. I kept wondering 
why sister Selma wasn't stepping for
ward to do one of her star turns, until 
10 and behold she metamorphosed as 
the waitress lover in "The Frozen 
Logger" -- and didn't Ernie Pankratz 
make a most convincing frozen corpse? 
Two other solos I enjoyed were Eleanor 
Isaak's "'Tis the Last Rose of Summer" 
and Abe . Peters' "In the Bleak 
Midwinter. " 

Almost anything 
They can do almost anything, these 
Ennses, and with brother Henri's ener
getic conducting they can make even 
the trivial and the hackneyed sound 
fresh and appealing (a good example 
was their sensitive rendition of "The 
Little Brown Church in the Vale"). 
And wouldn't you know, now they've 
got the third generation involved, a 
clutch of little grandchildren with the 
same chutzpa and innate musicality, not 
to mention the flawless German, as 
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their elders. And did I really see our 
dignified Mirror office manager Frieda 
Unruh and her husband Hank on stage -
- coming out of the closet, so to speak, 
and showing the world that they are 
part of the Enns clan too? 

All this leads me to believe that 
notwithstanding clan patriarch Ernest's 
introductory comment about this being 
their final concert, these Ennseswill 
return again -- and again -- making as 
many farewell appearances as Joan 
Sutherland did in recent years. If they 
do I'm serving public notice now that if 
they force me out of my winter retire
ment again they can pay my flight 
expenses home too, even if they are 
doing this for charity. 

On second thought, maybe 
they're already doing me a big enough 
favor just by performing -- and you 
too, my friends! May congenial times 
with and for the Enns Family go on for 
a long time yet. mm 
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The Schizophrenia of Mennonite literature 

by Erwin Warkentin 

Realizing that schizophrenia is a loaded 
term used to describe a particular type 
of mental illness, perhaps I should 
clarify my use of the term. In no way 
am I declaring Mennonites to be men
tally ill. When I say "schizophrenic," I 
am simply noting that Mennonite litera
ture has a unique dual nature. 

In my brief overview of the "schizo
phrenic" nature of Mennonite literature 
I have identified three areas in which it 
is particularly evident. The use of this 
term attempts to identify the struggle 
Mennonites have had with language-

I use, literary, and religious traditions in 
their attempt to express the Mennonite 
experience in poetry, prose and drama, 
which has in turn led to a certain "split
mindedness" in their writing. 

The term Mennonite itself has 
become a difficult term to grasp, 
because the Mennonite denomination, as 
a Christian expression, has begun to 
break through language and cultural 
barriers. With the breaking of these 
barriers, one may look forward to 
Mennonite literature appearing in vari
ous Latin American dialects, Russian, 
or even Chinese. However, I will leave 
these areas for someone else to deal 
with, and restrict myself to the tradi
tionallanguages of the Mennonite com
munity, namely High and Low German 
and more recently English. The simple 
fact that one must make a distinction 
between the various language groups 
within the Mennonite community points 
to the difficulties one has in identifying 
the essence of Mennonite literature. 
This alone is evidence to support the 
"schizophrenic" nature of Mennonite 
literature. 

Having noted that Mennonite litera
ture has a multiplicity of linguistic 
expressions at present does not prove 
that this was always the case. Language 
diversity appears to be a recent devel
opment in the Mennonite community. 
A statement such as this may be made 

by someone who does not believe lan
guage diversity within the Mennonite 
community to have existed in the past. 
One need only consider the history of 
language use in Mennonite church ser
vices to realize this is not the case. 
However, language diversity has now 
taken on a different colour, in that 
Mennonites are now diversifying the 
languages used rather than supplanting 
an old language with a new one, as 
when High German replaced Dutch in 
the church service. 

Examples of language tension 
Without delving into the distant past 

it is possible to see the language ten
sions existing in Russian Mennonite 
literature. As an example of this tension 
one need only look at the prose of I.P. 
Klassen (1896- ), as found in his collec
tion Die Insel Chortitz, Stimmungs
bilder, Gedanken, Erinnerungen (1979). 

In his short story, 'Die Miihle,' one 
finds the following passage: "Ohm 
Isaak zieht die Schultern eiwas hoher 
and sagt nach einer kleinen Pause: 'De 
send bied sea schen en got, oba wet ji 
waut, Jungis, eck fehl mie em Plaut
dietschin makljaen tusja. ,,, (p.57) 

Klassen, in this passage, points to the 
different ways in which High and Low 
German are used in Mennonite litera
ture. Low German is the language of 
comfort, the language in which the 
individual can best express him- or 
herself. High German is used as the 
narrative framework into which he 
inserts the Low German dialogue. It 
appears that he needs the formal struc
ture of High German around which he 
may build his story. High German, at 
the time of the writing of 'Die Miihle,' 
was still the language used in church, 
and as such, was the language that 
conveyed abstract ideas. In structuring 
the story as he does, Klassen uses the 
abstract language of High German to 
convey his concrete ideas which are 

written in Low German. This then 
indicates the language-use "schizo
phrenia" I had alluded to earlier -- that 
is, the writer's "split-mindedness" 
toward the language in which he can 
best express himself requires a blending 
of the two. 

A second area in which Mennonite 
literature could be considered "schizo
phrenic" is in its relationship to other 
literature. When speaking of its rela
tionship to other literatures, I am refer
ring specifically to its relationship to 
German literature. It appears that 
Mennonite literature, specifically but 
not exclusively, has been deeply influ
enced by the literature produced in 
Germany. For example, one need only 
look at the old Mennonite hymnals to 
discover that they contained a great 
number of hymns that find their roots 
in the German religious poetry of the 
baroque. However, this is not the only 
area of influence, because even in mod
ern Mennonite literature one finds 
echoes of its German heritage. One 
need only 10Qk at the works of Paul 
Hiebert to realize a tension existed 
between the literature that was read by 
the Mennonites, due to their linguistic 
tradition, and the world as they experi
enced it. 

A distant literature 
Paul Hiebert, who wrote in English, 
gives a good example of this in his 
humorous stories of Sara Binks, when 
he renders a fractured translation of 
Heine's "Die Lorelei," which he trans
poses as "The Laurel's Egg." In it 
Hiebert offers a verbatim translation of 
Heine's famous poem, which raises a 
smile even among those who are not 
familiar with the original. However, if 
one looks beyond its humorous aspects, 
one sees that Hiebert is wrestling with 
a literature that has become unintelli
gible to those in the Mennonite com
munity. "Die Lorelei" had become 
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incomprehensible to the farmer on his 
tractor, who is 200 years removed from 
Germany. The Rhine and its Lorelei are 
meaningless to someone living on the 
expansive prairies. 

In part the tension that exists with 
German literature is due to the German 
education the Mennonites received, 
because of the requirements of the 
church service, which was usually con
ducted in High German. If one wished 
to t~h German from anything other 
than the Bible, the teacher had no other 
recourse than the literature that was 
produced in Germany -- having as yet 
not produced their own authors. Thus 
the Mennonites were cOnfronted with a 
literature with which most had nothing 
in common, and shared few ideals 
which would make the reader sympath
etic to the message that the German 
author was trying to convey. 

One ought to note as well that I do 
not believe that Hiebert was trying to 
slight the literature of Germany in any 
way, but that he may have been at
tempting to express the frustration of 
the Mennonite community which had 
little literature it could call its own, but 
read a language whose literature in 
general no longer spoke to them. 

The third form. 
A third form of schizophrenia that is 
found in Mennonite literature is one 
that deals directly with the individual 
and the tension of being caught between 
two worlds. The two separate worlds 
are the Mennonite community in which 
he or she found security and the world 
outside of that community that seemed 
so appealing with all of its glitter. To a 
large degree one finds that the old Ger
man traditions have been left behind, 
and a new literary tradition has been 
adopted, one that is now more distinctly 
Mennonite, but with echoes of Cana
dian'literature. 

I have chosen Patrick Friesen as a 
representative of this third group. With 
this last category one finds that English 
has become the predominant language, 
although Friesen still exhibits some 
language-use "schizophrenia" in The 
Shunning (1980, for Prairie Theatre 
Exchange, adapted from his own poem 
by the same name) when he uses four 
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lines of High German. 
In Friesen's play, The Shunning, 

Mennonite literature has begun to take 
on a life of its own, that is, it begins to 
look at the questions which other world 
literatures have examined, only now it 
is from a uniquely Mennonite perspec
tive. Perhaps one of the best examples 
of the Mennonite perspective on an old 
literary theme is found in the lengthy 
opening monologue by Peter Neufeld. 
In this passage Peter tells the story of 
Nick Barkman and how he comes to 
grips with having stolen a can of chew
ing tobacco from the Jewish pedlar 
Feldman. Although Feldman forgives 
him for his past misdeed and points out 
to him that forgiveness is really a mat
ter best taken up with his God, Nick 
offers to make restitution. Nick, how
ever, still cannot avoid being a good 
businessman when he begins to haggle 
with Feldman over the price of the 
tobacco. Here one sees how Friesen 
illustrates the difficulty of the individual 
who is attempting to live in two differ
ent worlds, and how it creates tension 
within the individual. 

Other themes enter 
The story of Nick Barkman, however, 
is not the only passage within The 
Shunning that is of interest. Throughout 
the play one is confronted with the 
question of how the individual relates to 
the church and to God. It is at this 
point that the play begins to pick up on 
themes which are present in other world 
literatures, that is the question of man's 
relationship to God and the role the 
church (or organized religion) plays in 
that relationship. Examples of this 
theme may be found in the works of 
German authors such as Lessing (spe
cifically Nathan der Weise) Goethe and 
Borchert to mention only a few that 
come readily to mind. Although the 
question of man's relationship to God 
through the church has been investi
gated by other literary traditions, Fri
esen adds a Mennonite slant to the 
question, thus allowing the audience to 
view an old problem from a new per
spective. In doing so, he has also 
shown that Mennonite literature has 
finally broken free from its past influ
ences, allowing it to set its own course 

of development. 
At the beginning of this article, I 

proposed that there was and is a "schi
zophrenic" nature to Mennonite litera
ture that sets it apart from other litera
ture. I believe that this has been 
proven. However, one is left with the 
question, "So what, it's nice to know, 
but why is it important?" 

At least a partial answer to that ques
tion is the following. As may be noted, 
there is no real consensus on what 
really comprises Mennonite literature, 
this being a problem because of the 
mixture of other language-use-traditions 
and literary traditions. One alternative, 
admittedly a simplistic one, is to fall 
back to a strictly language based defini
tion, where only literature written in 
Low German is considered Mennonite. 
This definition ought to be rejected 
because it does not make allowances for 
the future development of Mennonite 
literature. The only viable solution is to 
look at the literature itself, to what it 
itself holds in common and what makes 
it different from other world literatures. 
Granted, bias also plays a role in such 
an investigation and might leave some 
literary figures in a grey area. This then 
would be where one could tum to the 
criterion of "schizophrenia" for guid
ance. It is the one constant in the devel
opment of Mennonite literature that 
bridges all of its varying manifestations. 
It is through the application of the cri
terion of "schizophrenia" that one is 
able to begin to make sense out of the 
divergent paths Mennonite literature has 
taken, and continues to take. It is from 
the viewpoint of Mennonite literature 
being "schizophrenic," and the search 
for common motifs which to some 
extent are unique to Mennonite litera
ture, that it will begin to emerge as 
separate and unique from the other 
literatures of the world. 

Erwin Warkentin is a graduate student 
in German literature at the University 
of Albe11a. 



Wada een sondabora Droom 
fon Victor Peters 

Piaje Nacht wea daut wada soo wiet. 
Etj haud ferr'm Schlopegonen Jreewen 
jejaten. Awajens scheen iitjebrot enn 
mett Eadschocken, oba daut wea 
dochwoll toofal. Etj haud wada eenen 
Droom. Doabie ha' etj nijch eemol 
eenen bunten Wanitj, soo aus dee 
Joosef enn' e Biebel , enn fe mie 
feniiajd sitj uck kjeena. Oba mie 
dreemd daut aule wijchtje Menschen 
oppe Welt Mennonieten wearen. 
Eenje paussten uck mank, oba aundre 
hauden doch en bat Schwierijcbtjeiten, 
weens enn eenje Jemeenden. 

Daut fonk mett George Bush, 
Saddam enn Margaret Thatcher aun. 
Daut wearen Jemeendejlieda enn'e 
Sommafeldsche Kjoatj, eon se worden 
aule dree iite Jemeend jeschmaten 
wiels see soo opp feiten hoolen. 
Margaret Thatcher sade se, see sull 
froo sennen daut se ar too de 
Broodaschoft leeten. De Sommafelda 
hooIen nijch doaropp daut Friihes opp 
Broodaschoft daut Miil groot 
opmoaken. 

Oba dee Breedajemeent naum an 
aule dree opp aus see offentlijch 
aufjeprachat hauden. De Jemeenderot 
sad Bush sull sitj wiederhans nijch 
aUlawiiajen mankmischen. Hee haud 
een scheenet Heim, hee sull Tiis 
bliewen eon emm Saundhock mett 
siene Grootkjinja spalen, eon foats 
aten komen wann Barbara am roopt. 
Saddam , sad de Jemeenderot, sull soo 
aus Loot emm Oolen Testament 
entwada eenen Wajch ooda dan 
aundren gonen enn nijch aules baben 
wellen. Saddam sull entwada bie 
siene Gauspump enn Irak bliewen, 
ooda hee sull eenen Gausstation eon 
Kuwait opmoaken, oba nijcb beid 
haben enn dan Priess huachschriiwen. 
Margaret Thatcher sull entwiida aus 
Missionarin mank de Heiden gonen 
ooda sitj biem MCC malden. Aaren 
Maun kuon se mettnamen, enn dee 
sull ar mea aum Tiiajel hoolen. 

Ditt ess mijch aules . Yasser Arafat 

enn Imelda Marcus wullen bie de 
Holdemana biegonen, oba doamett 
kaume se nijch wiet. Too Arafat sade 
se bie de Unjarad, "Die sitt'et je aus 
een Scherniesel , enn waut ess daut fe 
een misaja Boat dan Dii hast! King 
Hussein ess weenijchstens jewoschen." 
Arafat wull noch sajen hee haud uck 
nijch dan Jordan ferr siene Diia, soo 
aus Hussein, oba se leeten am 
goanijch too Wuat koamen. Eon 
Imelda ~arcus fruagen se, "Du west 
eon JreenIaund eenen Beauty Parlor 
opmoaken, hia mank Holdemana enn 
Kjleenjemeenda?! Daut fait ons noch 
jroats." Jenuach, Arafat enn de 
Marcusche sent bat fondoagschen 
Dach nijch bie Jemeend. 

Weinja Trubbel hauden Helmut 
Kohl, Pavarotti enn Mulroney aus see 
sitj bie de Chortitza aun'e Ost-Resarf 
malden. Kohl iit Dietschlaund 
jleijchte se foats opp'e Stad wiels hee 
soo frintlijch wea eon soo goot 
jespitjat iitsach. Hee kunn uck ernoa 
goot dietsch. Lied saden, "Dam wal 
wie ons noch toom Pradja." Pavarotti 
sach aul fomm Dtseenen soo aus en 
mennischa Oom, eon aus hee eascht 
sunk, eemstemmijch, saden de Lied, 
"Daut woat ons Fiiasenja." 
Mulroney, siide se, sull nijch soofaiil 
fespratjen, oba sest wea hee o.k. 
Biitadam wullen de Chortitza soo aus 
daut de aundre Jemeenden hauden, 
uck eenen Plautsaunwiesa een I e Kjoatj 
haben, enn doafaa wea Mulroney 
kratjt paussent. Hee wea frintlijch 
enn polite. 

Gaddafie fonn Libyen enn Salmon 
Rushdie wearen Members enn eenem 
mennischen Tabernakel, oba beid 
bekaunt aus groote Goaschthaumels. 
Schliesslijch saden dee fomm 
Tabernakel Gaddafie sull sitj aus enn 
Maunsmensch auntratjen enn nijch 
emma soo emm Unjahamd 
erommrannen. Uck sull hee sitj enne 
Kjoatj de Mets aufnamen enn de Hoa 
kjamen. Uck Rushdie wort femont. 

Hee sull nijch mea soofa! Doms 
schriewen, hee wea meist soo 
schlemm aus eenje fonn dee 
mennische Schriewasch enn Winnipeg 
enn Saskatchewan . . Wann daut sitj 
mett am nijch batat, sorry, dann 
kunn'a gonen fonn woa hee kaum. 

Mank aul dee "Aussiedler" iit 
Russlaunt kaum uck Gorbatchov no 
Winnipeg, enn schloot sitj de First 
Mennonite Church aun. Hee meend 
dee wea woll nijch soo neiw aus dee 
aundre, oba doa haud hee sitj 
feriiatjent. "Kjitj mol," sad Jakob 
Siemens too am, "enn Russlaunt 
weascht Du wundawiia, oba hia best 
Dii nijch mol Diakoon. No eent Sied 
frintlijch sennen, soo aus Dii die bie 
Bush enn Kohl wiest, enn oba 
hinjariksch Menschen kjwalst, daut 
jeit nijch. Winnipeg ess nijch 
Moskau." Gorbatchov kjitjt soo 
triihoatijch, daut Siemens sad, "Na jo, 
wie woaren daut mett Die proowen. " 

Fleijcht wearen daut uck nijch de 
Jreewen dee Schult aun mienem 
Droom hauden. Fleijcht ha I etj jistern 
toom TV jetjitjt. mm 

Bonaventure 
Travel Inc. 

Contact 

Darlene Kailer 

Ruth Wiebe 

477-4581 
FAX 4750494 

1-161 Stafford Street 

Winnipeg, MB. 

R3M2W9 
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YOUR WORD 

Desperate lack of imagination 
caught in bottom line ideology 
Methinks Roy Vogt protests too much 
(perhaps 1.5 times) about the ambigu
ous peace position of the Mennonites 
(February 1991, page 30) . Like the 
other "hard" sayings and teachings of 
Jesus (not the chauvinistic Paul), the 
peace teaching is radical and impracti
cable. But it is probably right! We 
have learned to rationalize most of the 
"good News" and to fit it into our own 
framework, but deep within we prob
ably long for those goals which seem so 
far away. Isn't that the point of 
Heaven? 

Anyway, all that is no reason to 
defend government decisions that once 
again reveal the desperate lack of im
agination of a bottom-line (and only 
bottom-line) ideology. Quite apart 
from a specific" Anabaptist-Mennonite" 
position, it seems to me that from any 
genuinely humane perspective, the 
gruesome charade of the Gulf War 
should be criticized as harshly as poss
ible. 

Saddam Hussein has been called a 
bully and that is appropriate, as long as 
we bear in mind that he (100,000 of his 
people but of course not he) has been 
smashed by an even bigger bully. If 
Roy Wishes to talk about "police 
actions" then he should not leave out 
police brutality, of which this would be 
a prime example. 

The U.S. had to threaten some mem
bers of the coalition and bribe others; it 
is a sad commentary that Canada could 
simply be taken for granted in the Am
erican calculation. In Europe in recent 
times two ministers of defence have 
resigned on principle; in Canada other 
wise good people like Clark and Ax
worthy cave in -- to say nothing of Jake 
Epp, which is probably best in the 
circumstances. 

As Mennonites we have all sinned, 
compromised, and committed every 
kind of weakness, but we should not for 
a minute let that stop us from testifying 
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to a truth which we believe. We 
needn't wait for the stones to begin 
crying out -- they have been doing that 
for some time now. 
Vic Doerksen 
Winnipeg. 

MM bumper crop? 
Like field crops, so is the MM an 

. image of farming. The bulk net return 
in farming is, more often than not, of a 
high quality wheat . 

The MM high quality journalism once 
again proved its mettle in the February 
91 issue. If I was to mark the written 
articles on a scale of 1 to 10, without 
any hesitation on my part, Agnes 
Waul's Biem Dockta story would 
receive a 10+ mark. Not only is 
Agnes a good story teller but her Low 
German grammar can be read with 
ease. Thank you, Agnes Bitti, schriew 
bolt wadda. 

In addition to the above, the Febru
ary issue of the Mirror contained a lot 
of other good reading. A relative new
comer (page 6) a profile of Elisabeth 
Peters, by Dora Maendel, deserves ack
nowledgement. 

Of additional interest is the fact that 
a number of people who are profiled 
are well known by many of the reading 
audience of the MM and far beyond. 

Observed Along the Way by Roy 
vogt is another page that is not 
bypassed until all else is read. Roy 
upon your return, if not sooner, give us 
some insight of Europe. 

Cycling to vancouver by Al Reimer 
was interesting reading but had a sad 
ending. 

Lastly, the Poets Word, pages 14 and 
15, with blood i wept & dreaming i 
dreamt i wept in the dark -- but i am 
coming, lord i am coming - - -

This poetic modernity without punc
tuation or grammar of any sort goes a 
shade beyond the comprehension of a 
77-year-old who's classroom schooling 
ended at an early age -- partly due to 
the family's transplant from continent to 
continent and -- but also, circumstances 
of the times and at the time, did not 
demand that every girl or boy graduate 
from high school, much less from 

higher learning institutions beyond that 
level. 

In closing i vish 
continewed fi-nensheal 
prospair-itee. 
Jake Hildebrand 
Crystal City 

Self-Examination 
and consideration 

de meerror 
helth end 

World War Two is history; the Persian 
Gulf war is raging. A number of ques
tions have lingered on in my mind for 
some time, as follows: 

1. In the intervening years, how has 
my (our) conscience as COs measured 
up in society as far as business tactics, 
labour union involvement and/or peace 
marches and rallies or protests etc. are 
concerned? 

2. Is any consideration or effort made 
on the conference or congregational 
level as to Alternative Service Aware
ness for potential conscription-aged men 
and women? 

3. What stand would we take today, 
considering our age level, if it came to 
brass tacks. i.e. if we were backed up 
against the wall, so to speak? 

4. What can or should we WW.II 
COs do regarding the Persian Gulf 
war? \\'hat obligation or responsibility 
do we sense today in view of all the 
turmoil and conflict in the world all 
around us? 

We hear so often the remark by the 
elderly, "We are old and useless;" on 
the contrary, I believe we older people 
have an obligation more than ever, and 
the privilege to pray, and pray we must 
"without ceasing," even if that is the 
last and only thing we can do. This 
leads us to another question, namely --

5. While we are still reasonably 
mobile, should we, as COs, assemble in 
groups, large or small, for weekly or 
monthly prayer sessions? "Where two 
or three are gathered in my name, there 
I am in the midst of them," (Matthew 
18 vs 20) "The harvest is ready, the 
workers (prayer warriors) are few." 
(Matthew 9 vs 37) 

There is power in prayer; to God all 
things are possible, even to direct our 
authorities along His chosen way, 



which is our only hope for a turn of 
events. How do you feel? 
John C. Klassen, 
Morden. 

Editorial met corrected 
Re: Ed Unrau's "Our Word" in the 
January issue. 

I quite concur with the interpretive 
characterization of the MB General 
Conference debate on the peace article 
of its Confession of Faith as having a 
"worrisome tone." But one statement 
of apparently purported fact must be 
refuted, namely that "there is no record 
of any delegate reminding the confer
ence that Scripture must be the basis for 
major revisions for the MB Confession 
of Faith." 

My own notes taken during the 
debates name at least three delegates, 
who, at times passionately, did refer to 
the Scriptures, and record others whose 
names I did not get. I don't know what 
"records" the writer consulted. My 
understanding was that there was audio
recording of conference proceedings. 
The article also fails to mention that the 
revised Article XV was adopted by a 90 
per cent vote. 
Wm. Schroeder, 
Winnipeg. 

Mirror appreciated 
Enclosed please find a cheque for the 
current year's issues of Mennonite 
Mirror. I always look forward to its 
arrival and read it with great pleasure. 
I like the wide coverage of its contents 
-- poetry, art, humor, notes of student 
achievements in their respective fields 
of study at Canadian institutions of 
higher learning, in work for Mennonite 
Central Committee, and not the last, or 
should I add, above all, the editorial 
page OUR WORD. 

My special thanks to Ed Unrau, AI 
Reimer, yourself and, may I add, with 
special pleasure the editorial comments 
of Ruth Vogt. How refreshing to read 
editorial comments on controversial 
issues, even at times decidedly embar-

rassing for a Mennonite congregation or 
educational institution, without equivo
cation and without hiding behind a long 
list of biblical citations which may have 
little relevance to the issue at hand. 

Finally, I take comfort in the fact that 
Mennonite Mirror addresses itself to a 
constituency of readers who find life 
enjoyable, challenging, satisfying, pain
ful, perhaps at times meaningless, at 
other times full of humour -- in a word 
people who are human and still remain 
Mennonite and are proud of it. 

Continued success to you. 
David G. Rempel, 
California. 

Questions December issue 
I enjoy the Mirror every time, and 
some day I hope to visit Winnipeg and 
other places in Canada. Here, far from 
Mennonites, it is good to keep in touch. 
My people came from Russia to Kansas 
in 1874. 

Something in the December 1990 
issue has been troubling me, and I have 
finally decided to tell you about it. The 
story is "The Stamp of Heroism," and 
the sentence is "One morning as Jacob 
and I perused his collection convenient
ly stored in a suitcase under his bunk, 
a neighbouring Jewish boy happened to 
walk through the bunk room." And, of 
course, in the story it is the Jewish boy 
who tries to steal the stamps. If we 
substitute other ethnic possibilities -- for 
example, Black, Asian, Native Ameri
can, Russian, or a different kind of 

Mennonite -- it becomes clear that the 
story turns on prejudice, in this case on 
the words "Jewish boy," who is the 
different one, the one not to be trusted. 

The story does not need an ethnic 
villain, just a boy who tries to steal the 
stamps. Are we still willing to use Jews 
as bad guys? Because this particular 
kind of bias -- prejudice against Jews -
has such a long, destructive history and 
is so pervasive that we sometimees 
hardly recognize it, let's be especially 
careful. That it probably was a Jewish 
boy who in fact tried to steal the stamps 
long ago really does not matter in the 
telling. Again, try the other words. If it 
had really been an "Indian boy" or a 

"Black boy", the ethnic identification 
would probably have been omitted, at 
least in the written version. 

I am looking forward to future issues 
of Mennonite Mirror. 
Anne Ruth Ediger Baehr, 
Garden City, New York. 

Klassen Funeral Chapel Ltd. 
Spacious chapel 
Personal Service 

1897 Henderson Highway 
Winnipeg, Manitoba 

R3G 1P4 
Telephone 338 0331 

Reasonable Prices 
Easy access 

Ample parking 
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DURWDRD 

Looking beyond the end of the Gulf War 
How do we as Mennonites view the Persian Gulf War after 
the United States and its allies have defeated Iraq and 
achieved their "objeptives?" 

In times of war and especially in victory the historic peace 
churches and other pacifists look like losers . Their principles 
of non-violence and peace seem irrelevant. The victorious 
voice of Mars, the god of war, is drowning out the voice of 
the Prince of Peace, for what, after all, can be said against 
victory and military success? Even Mennonites are carried 
along by this western jubilation and pride about having 
defeated a heartless despot -- which Saddam Hussein no 
doubt was. 

But there is another, more realistic and horrible, side to the 
Gulf War. We are just now beginning to see what the 
coalition forces have done to Iraq with their superior military 
might. This war, in which more explosive tonnage was 
dropped on Iraq and Kuwait than in all of World War II, has 
caused untold destruction, suffering, and death on the 
"enemy" side. While the allies, according to some reports, 
lost only some 130 combatants, the death toll on the Iraqi 
side has been estimated at 250,000. Hussein, to be sure, had 
no regard for the life of his people. But what can we say 
about the allies who were eager to do the killing? 

It is becoming increasingly clear that there were tragic 
miscalculations on both sides, that the United States intended 
from the outset to punish and bring Iraq to its knees, that the 
allies were more concerned about oil and influence in the 
region than the liberation of Kuwait, and that this war 
provided the US an opportunity to test its ultra-modern 
weaponry. Iraq was no match for U.S. war power. A super
power, together with powerful nations like Britain and 
France, fought a third-world nation equipped with third-rate 
weapons. Reports about Iraq's military capability was nothing 
more than propaganda designed to justify an all-out strike 
against Iraq. As one commentator put it, President Bush was 
a bully, refusing to discuss peace terms until his adversary 
was defeated and humiliated. 

Most sad and tragic was Canada's participation in the Gulf 
War. Disregarding all pleas from more sane politicians and 
peace groups, our government decided to send forces to the 
Gulf and eventually used them in offensive operations. We 
are told that this was just and necessary. Canada thus forsook 
its traditional role of mediation and in the process lost its 
credibility as a peace-maker. I have always been grateful for 
my adopted country, even proud to be a Canadian. At the 
moment however, I am most sad about what we have done 
and failed to do. 
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As Mennonites we have never officially subscribed to the 
idea of a just war. But even if we were to go along with 
those Christians who believe that some wars are ju~tifiable, 
there are grave doubts concerning the justice of the Gulf 
War. According to the just-unjust war theory, war must be 
the last resort, after all peace options have been exhausted; 
no harm must come to innocent civilians; and the end-result 
of war ought to be the establishment of peace. The first two 
criteria certainly have not been fulfilled in this war, and there 
is great doubt that the third, the establishment of peace, will 
find fulfilment. In fact, lasting peace in the Middle East 
seems to have suffered a setback. The Arab world has been 
destabilized more than ever , the Palestinian issue might not 
be resolved for a long time, and the rebuilding of the war
torn countries will take generations . 

As Mennonites who officially still believe in Christian 
pacifism or peace-making, we need to learn and apply certain 
lessons from the Gulf War: 

We need to recognize that peace in the world is a most 
fragile thing. At a time when the Cold War had come to an 
end and peace seemed to be breaking out in many parts of the 
world, we were suddenly plunged into a horrific bloody 
conflict. As Roy Vogt so aptly suggested in the last issue of 
the Mennonite Mirror, the human potential for evil is great. 

As Mennonite Christians we need to recommit ourselves to 
our historic and biblical peace position and remind our 
society and the powers that be that war is not the war to 
solve international problems. Violence breeds violence. The 
only way to break the cycle of violence is through non-violent 
means. I might add that to equate going to war with domestic 
police action is to cloud the issue. The one is calculated 
killing, while the other is maintaining law and order in 
society. 

We must be prepared to contribute as much as we can to 
the rebuilding of the destroyed regions and to the establish
ment of peace between the various nations and peoples of the 
Middle East. The efforts of MCC deserve our wholehearted 
support. MCC's voice during the Gulf crisis was loud and 
clear on the side of reason, mediation, and peace. Had 
Canada and our government heeded that voice, we as 
Canadians and Mennonites would not only be more proud 
today, but also more effective and credible as peace-makers. 

-- Harry Loewen 
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Take a Number Please! 
Today's family is lining up for work space. 
All ages ... for many uses ... in every room. 
That' s why Palliser's Home Office is designed and finished to 
coordinate with our current product line . . . walls, entertainment systems, 
bedrooms, occasional tables, sofas. In woods or laminates, the pieces 
are planned to meet every need in space, budget and function. 

So many flexible options: 

Mobile file cabinets, printer stands and chairs 
Multi -level writing surfaces 
Varied styles and sizes of desks and hutches 
Featuring strong European hinges, roller glide drawers 

. Palliser Home Office ... At Home in Every Home 


